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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to compare Nyerere's

model of Education for Self-Reliance (it's views of man and

education and it's implementarbion to rural development) with

the l-iberatÍonist perspective on views of man and education

for social change. The liberationist perspective on views of

man and education was identified from the writings of Freire,

Illich, Carnoy, Frank, Memmi, Fanon and Alves who have written

on the need for a new approach to education for third world

social- development and change. The concern of these writers is

to create the social, political and economic conditlons to

give every individual the best chance of developing his /her
tal-ents and personality to the fullest extent possible, in

order that he/she may be as good a human being and ci-ti-zen as

possible.

The results of this study revealed that in theory, Ny-

erere's theory of Education for Self-Reliance conformed to the

Liberationist perspecti-ve. Both theories proposed similar

major educational- goals for social change concomitant with

their views of man. These goals were: (1) the transition

from elitist education to mass education, (2) the linking of

the new educational- system with life and (3) the strengthening

of cul-tural identity.

On the other hand, this study also revealed that in

practice, there were some contradictions between the theor-

etical goals of Nyerere's Education for Self-Relj.ance and it's
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implementation to rural deVelopment in Tanzania. For example,

the entrance to secondary and higher education is still based

on selective approach versus mass approach; higher education

is sti1l related to prestige and status and; the self-reliant

activities are being taken me-chanical1y. Based on the results

of the study, some implications for practice and suggestions

for further research were formulated.

1t- 1
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Throughout history, the i-mportance of education as a

way of restructuring social change and redefining cultural

aspirations and values has been recognized by schol-ars and

educationists a1ike. Accordingly, Prewitt (Okoko, L978:73)

writes

A societv seeking to bring about substantial changes
in f-sociâf anil political- values will find the edu-
cational system among the most effective instruments
for i-mplementing new ways of experiencing and inter-
preting socj-al and political tif e. . . .

From the Third World point of view, planning educa-

tion is deeply rooted in the national environment and attempts

to develop forms of education aimed at producing social- change.

Examples are educational projects in Tanzanj-a, China, Guinea

Bissau, Cuba, Kenya, etc. (OECD, 1977:377; Buck, 1-975:77-8O;

Glassman , 1979:168; Marquez , 1975:227; Dahlmann , 1973:29ff ,

723; Freire, L97O, 1-978; Guinea-Bissau, L979:28ff). The

acad.emic and social justification for planning education for

social change in these countries is twofold. It rests first

on the assumption that similar human needs are invol-ved in

most of the developing countries (she]ter, food, health, sec-

urity, work and sel-f-respect), but that fulfil-lment of these

needs is bloeked by identical forces: illiteracy , apathy ,

lack of money or resourçes, elitism, silence, greed and dom-

ination (Mbilinyi; L977:492). Secondly, some Third World

countries, in an effort to redistribute power , aTe changing



from capitalist or colonial control to socialism (D'Aeth,

1-973:1ff).

In Africa there is a general aspiration for social

change. As Cisse (7976::.82) points out: "in Africa, educa-

tion, which Ís a response to a social need, was basically an

external solution to a problem which was not an African prob-

lem." A similar conclusion is reported by Unesco (7977:15),

Historically, African countries were endowed during
the colonial era with education systems modelled upon
those of Western European countries. In this context,
their primary purpose was to train the labour force
needed to exploit the primary agricultural and mineral
resources, and on occasion to recruj-t soldiers for fur-
ther colonial expansionist ventures. Bducation was thus
adapted to its objectives, it was intended not for the
people at 1arge, but for a minorlty.

Today, in contrast, there is a growing sense of ur-
gency about education as an important agent of social change.

Quoting from an unknown educationist, Morrison (1-973:\7) states:

"One of the most important insights of the new African nations

is their clear recognition that education is the greatest

j-nstrument man has devised for his own progress. "

Under the leadership of Nyerere , Tànzania, one of the

African nations, has instituted an innovative approach to ed-

ucation for sociaf change

The model aims to attack

: Education for Self-Reliance.

the three basic social problems:

poverty, illiteracy and socio-economic lnequality. On May 20,

L974, President Nyerere, illustrated this view:

.. .we leaders will be--and should be--criticised in the
future if we now refuse to acknowledge the need for
change. We will- bê, and we should be condemned by later
generations if we do not aet now to try to find and insti-
tute an educational system which wil-1 liberate Africa's
young people.



The second point is that education cannot be con-
sidered apart from society. The formal- school sys-
tem cannot educate a child in isolation from the soc-
ial and economic system in which it operates.

There is, therefore, a growing recognition that educa-

tional systems in Africa have to be planned with a view to

their probable impact on sociaL change, cultural needs and

aspirations (Tanner, L977:I; Freire, 7978:1-3; Seif , 7978:7).

This social change must reflect the new attitudes and desires

of the people involved.

It was the above considerations which lend to the

formulation of this study. A systematic analysis of Nyerere's

model of education for social- change: Education for Self-

Reliance, a model which recently attracted the attention of

many scholars from various disciplines, may help to provide

new insights into the planning of educationaL systems as

purveyors of social change.

The Concept of Liberation

The concept of Liberation which leads to educational

planning for social change in Africa is well outlined by

Deblois (1976:8). Accordingfy, the concept of liberation has

been a source of inspiration throughout the history of man,

f or example, the liberation of the peopl-e of Israel- f rom

Egyptian domination. Since the Jewish Jubilee, this concept

emphasized human, economic, ecological and educational libera-

tion as corol-laries of spiritual l-iberation (Tassenbaum,

7975:11 ) .

fn the context of development or social change theory,



some Third world writers (Frei-re, Nyerere, Gutierrez, lV[emmi,

etc.) have expressed their preference for the word liberation

instead of development (La Bel1e, !976:330; Deblois, 7976:9;

Goulet, 1971:8). The major problem lies within the concept

of development. The failure of development theories in the

Third World is due to the western definition of development

which is based merely on the economic aspect '

The reason for our failure to understand the real
issue of development is that until recently the
countries of the Third world have not been able--
or have not been permitted--to tell others what
they think development is. By now, however, they
seem to have found several ways to get their message
across. *

A number of Heads of state in the Third worl-d are now attempt-

ing to define development or social change in their own terms '

When Fidel- Castro assumes certain postures, he is Say-
ing that the construction of a new type of socialism is
moie important to Cuba than the rapid diversification
of agrièulture or the quick build - up of heavy indus-
try.Similarly,whenJuliusNyerereurgesTanzanians
to practice seif-retiance in their effort to modernize
thenation(...),heisimplyingthatforhiscl-tizen
(.. .) and self-reliance (are) more important than econ-
omic success. And when Eduardo Frie pleads f9t disci-
pÌine in walking the tight rope between socialism and

capitalism he is telling the world that chileosees a

"third way" of constructing a modern society'
Fromtheaboveassumptions,Freire(1968:66),for

example, points out that "...1iberation is a praxi-s: the

action and reflection of men upon their world in order to

transform it.. .," Further, Gutierrez (797O:246) advocates

that this humanistic view places the notion of development

in a broader eontext: "a vision of history in which humanity

takes charge of its own destiny." Therefore, liberation is

Taken from Banda's (1978:13) quotation of an unknown author'
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a process valuing social justice and the creation of a new

mal (Deblois, 7976; Johnson, 1980).

In the field of education, more than ten examples of

educational- movements throughout the world based on the con-

cept of liberatlon ¿,Te reported by the UNESCO report, Learn-

ing to Be (7972:42). Lately, President Nyerere (7974:3, 46)

stated that the "purpose of development is man. . . , Go] the

primary purpose of education is the liberation of man, " and

that the concept of liberation shoul-d guide the development

of educational policies in Africa.

Therefore, the liberationist perspective is a view

of man and education based upon the Third World writers.

These wrj-ters reject the goal of the traditional Western

system of education the perpetuation of a society which

maintains the status quo (Deblois , 1-976:9; Marshall, 1980:8).

They, however, propose a creation of the new educational Sys-

tem for creating the social, pofi-tical and economic conditions

to give every individual the best chance of developing his

talents and personality to the fullest extent possible, so

that he may be as good a human being and citizen as possible.

Thus, in this thesis Nyerere's Educatign for Self-Reliance

witl be compared and studied according to the liberationist

perspective.
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STATBMBNT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study is, first, to examine some

major aspects of Nyerere's Education for Self-Reliance (ESR)

--its views of man and education. Secondly, to critically

evaluate Nyerere's ESR, especially its implementation to rurál

development. Finalì-y, to compare Nyerere's ESR with a liber-

ationist perspective on views of man and education. The major

problem and sub-probfems outlined below are intended to define

the comparison used.

Major Problem

How does Nyerere's Education for SeIf-Reliance conform

to a l-iberationist perspective on views of man and education

both theoretically and operationally? This major problem

statement suggests three sets of sub-probl-ems.

Sub-Set I. The first set of sub-problems helps to

describe and analyze the liberationist perspective on views

of man and education in order to develop a" framework within

whi-ch Nyerere's ESR can be examined.

1. What is the view of man i-n the liberationist per-
spect ive?

2. What is education and its goals for social- change
according to the liberationist perspective?

Sub-Set II. specifically, and in relation to Nyerere's

study endeavors tomodel of Education for Self-Reliance, the

answer a second set of sub-problems:

What is Nyerere's view of man?

What is the meaning of education and its goals
for social change in Nyerere's ESR model?

1.

2.



3. In relation to his views of man and education,
to what extent has Nyerere appfied his educational
goals to rural- development for social change in
Tanzanía?

Sub-Set III. Considering the analysi-s of Nyerere's

BSR in the context of the liberation approach, the study en-

deavors to answer a third set of sub-problems.

1. Theoretically, to what degree Nyerere's views of
man and education conform to the liberationist
perspect ive?

2. Operationally to what degree has Nyerere's ESR
been implemented according to the liberationist
perspect ive?
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

To date, ho formal comparison of Nyerere's Education

for Self-Reliance and the liberationist perspective on man and

education for social- change has yet been undertaken. Therefore,

the significance of such a study is twofold. First, Nyerere

(1981:5) himself has recently recommended a re-examination

andfor a review of "the philosophy, purpose, system, target,

syllabus, and educational- growth of the Tanzanian education

system from the colonial period to the present day. " Secondly,

education has itself become crucial to, and reflective of,

Tanzanian social, economic and political problems. It is be-

lieved that à systematic analysis of these two inter-rel-ated

aspects and its comparison with the liberationist perspective

will have significance both for practice and research in Tan-

zania, particul-arIy and in Africa, generally.

Signif igance for Practice

Acquiring knowledge of Nyererets Education for SeIf-

Reliance (ESR) is an important first step in raising African

educational planners and administrators consciousness about

African educational development. To anaLyze Nyerere's ESR

and to compare it with the liberationist views of man and

education is to begin to understand tlee Tanzanian social reaf-

ity and to begin to implement the social- change being demanded

of Tanzanian educational administrators and implementers.

Secondly, the examination of the problems of imple-

mentation of ESR to rural- development may stimulate critical
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thoughts among the ESR's implementers in terms of their role

1n assisting in the social change in Tanzania.

Thirdly, this study may become useful to the 13 - man

Commission charged recently by the President Nyerere (1981:5)

to review the philosophy, purpose and educational growth of

ESR policy. It may give them an opportunity to critically

reflect on the role of ESR polÍcy and implementation, its

SucceSSeS and failures in bringing about the social- change in

Tanzania.

Fourthly, because of its approach of comparing the

ESR with the liberationist perspective, this study wiIl also

be useful to educational- planners, si-nce it attempts to show

the connection between "man and his problems and between man

and his consciousness (Nantson, L966:1-4; Hummel, 7977:16).

Significance for Tþeory and Research

It is hoped that this study will provide a frame of

reference both for viewing the role of education in Tanzania,

particularly and in Africa, generally; and also for future

indepth studies of planning education for social change i-n

African countries.

DEFINITIONS OF BASIC TERMS

The following are definitions of basic terms used in

this study:

Comparison - With respect to this study, it is a sys-

tem of study which involves the collection, classification,
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anal-ysis, description, and col-Jation of til¡er¿¿tionist víeu,s

of man and education for sociaf change and Nyerere's ESR so

as to ascertain similarities and differences (Good , !gz3),
Conscientization - reJers to entire transformation of

the consciousness of the people that wourd make them under-

stand the possibilities of changing their situation by polit-
ical action (Berger, 1974:L76). In Freire's terms, it is
first of all the effort (of a critical educational effort
based on favorabl-e historicar conditions) to enlighten men

about the obstacles preventing them from a crear perception

of reality (1970:477) .

Consciousness an interpretative awareness of man's

mind by which one actively, intentionalry, structures the

meaning of what is experienced (Deblois, 1976:43).

Educational Pl_anning - an approach to education re-
flecting the desire for orderly change and the strategy by

which thls change can be brought about, with the aim of making

education more effective and efficient in responding to the

needs and goars of its students and society (rnbar, lg8o:3zo).

Educational GoaI This term is used by educationists
to designate the changes that are to take place in an individual
or a group of individuars as a result of his or her learning
experiences (Theodorson and Theodorson, Lg6g), Other words,

such as "aims", "purposes," "objectives" and "ends" are fre-
quently employed as synonyms for goals, although the former

express meanings which differ in their connotation.

As ends to be achieved, goals in education offer
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guidance to both the teacher and the students, for according

to Dewe5r (792r:119), they give direction to every activity.
Praxis As in trfarx's (Sarup, 7978:720) concept of

praxis, where it is defined as "...the fusion of thought ancl

action, of theory and practice, of philosophy and revolution,
for the cause of human Liberation."

Rural Development - For the purposes of this study, it
is defined according to Hummelf (rgzz:r52-s) , as "a matter of
developing new attÍtudes and aptitude, indispensable for the
growth of the agricultural sector and for improving the quality
of life of ruraL populations." He asserts that "education in
rural areas poses one of the key problems of development and

of the future of mankind." Additionalry, coombs' et al. (rgr3:
22) definition of rural development is helpful in this study.

. . . along with increased production and income. . . theequitable distribution of income; increased employ-
ment; land reform; better health, nutrition, housingfor all rural dwel]ers; expanded educational opportun-ity for all; the strengthening of local- means of com-
munity self-government and cooperation; and the era-dication of poverty and the promotion of social justice.

self-Reliance - i-mplies that each society relies prim-
arily on its own strength and resources in terms of its mem-

bers, energies and its natural and curtural environment

(Kindervatter, 7979:46), Furthermore, Kindervatter points
out that self-relj-ance acquires its futl- meaning onty if rooted

at the local level in socially releva¡rt technologies. Thus setf-
reliance is the sunurary theme in the Tanzanian development

strategy. rt is at the heart of the rural development policy
(Ujamaa), the educational policy (ESR) to name a few
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(Carthew,7978:168). It was born out of Nyerere's acute

awareness of the vulnerabiJ-ity of poor nations in the capital-

ist world order.

Self-reliance is a posÍtive affirmation that we shall
depend upon ourselves for- the development of Tanzania
and that we shall use the resources we have for that
purpose...We are saying to oursel-ves that we are going
to build a self-reliant socialist society...We are say-
ing: Here is land. . . this is the amount of knowledge,
skill and experience we have...Now let us get on with
it (Nyerere, 1968 ) .

Social Change - As used in this study means a radical-

change in the quality of human relations and a constant process

of human liberation (Deblois , 1-976:49). It refers to a major so-

olet¿f change at a very fundamentat level in human relationships

and for examination and change in man's social institutions

(Johnson, 1980) .

change as:

As such, LaBelle (1976:188) defines social

Social change, therefore, implies not only an alter-
ation in man's behavior and in the relationship be-
tween that behavior and a respective human and phy-
sical envi-ronment, but it also requires an alteration
in societa] rules and structures enabling the new be-
havior and relationships to be established.

Therefore, sociologists work on the assumption that social

change can be understood and its causes discovered, and that

planned socÍaI change is possible (Collins, et â1. , 7973).

DELIMITATIONS

1. The study was delimited by using Nyerere's written

materials published from 1-967 to 1981.

2. In planning this study, it was neither possible

nor Íntended to examine the whole scope of Nyerere's model
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of Education for Self-Reliance. Only the key areas of his

philosophy on views of man and education have been considered.

3. The deveJ-opment of the conceptual framework of

thj-s study was delimited by examining the literature sources

of some selected representative Third World writers (see chap-

ter III). Specifically sources related to the role of educa-

tion for social change or development were those selected for

this study. The major characteristic of all- these writers

1s their rejection of the goal of the traditional western sys-

tem of education: the perpetuation of a society which main-

tains the status quo. Therefore, the liberation Iiterature

rvas useci to provide a valid conceptual framework for the

study of Nyerere's ESR.

LII'f ITATIONS

1. This study is fimited in its scope because most

of the data has been of a secondary nature. Intervj.ews and

systematic observations of the current implementation of BSR

in ruraf areas would provide a clearer picture of the successes

and failures of Nyerere's ESR, but due to a lack of time and

financial support, it has been impossible for the author to go

to Tanzania in order to obtain such first hand information.

2. The other major limitation to this study was the

literature available in the area of planning education and

social change in African countries from a liberationist per-

spective. Several writings were found that were done in the

eontext of education and development, education and cultural

or social change, and educational planning in general. Horv-
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ever, though abundant literature exists on the role of educa-

tion and social- change, andfor on education and sociaf develop-

ment, only à few documents were found that were directly written

by the Third Wor1d or African liberationist writers.

3. Nyerere did not address himself specifically to

the title of "Planning Education for Social Change." This

study, then, will be seen as interpretative.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study has relied heavily on library research.

The procedure used in this study consisted of systematic anal-

ysis of relevant written materials relating both to Nyerere's

Education for Self-ReIiance and to the liberationist perspec-

tive on views of man and education (see Chapter III). This

procedure contained three major elements: a systematic search

for information, an analysis and synthesls of the information,

and a comparison of the different sources of information to

extract the information pertinent to the problem and sub-

problems of this study.

The works of various Third World writers were the

first major source of data. These incl-ude writers from Latin

America and Africa as well as some non-Third World writers

(I11ich, Frank and Carnoy) who share the Third World per-

spective of planning a new system of education for social

change. These writers represent only one Third World per-

spective: the liberationist perspective (Deblois, 7976:11).

The second major source of data is Nyerere's own
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writings and speeches. I,liscell-aneous policy statements as

well as books, articles and theses pertinent to this study

were afso examined.

ORGANIZATIOI'] OF THE STUDY

This study is organized into seven chapters.

In Chapter I, the background of the study, tlrc conceìlt

of lit,eration, the statement of the problem, the signifi-

cance of the study, the definitions of basic terms, the de-

limitat j-ons and limitat j.ons and, the research methodolog5 were

presented.

In Chapter II, the liberation literature is revj-ewed

in order to extraet the liberationist perspective on views of

man and education.

The research methodology and framework of this study

are described in Chapter III. Nyerere's ESR is theoretically

surveyed in Chapter IV.

In Chapter V, the author presents Nyerere's implementa-

tion of ESR's goals to rural development in Tanzania.

The comparison of the liberationist perspective and

Nyerere's ESR both theoretically and practically is done in

Chapter VI.

Finally Chapter VII incl-udes the summary, conclusions

and implications of the study.



CHAPTER I I

REVIE\{ OF RELATED LITERATURE

The review of rel-ated l-iterature is divided into two

major sections: (1) the liberation j-st vj-ew of man and (2) the

liberationist view of education and its goaIs. The first sec-

tion follows the organizational structure of Deblois' (I976)

analysis of the liberationist view of man. In the present

study, this liberationist view of man is reviewed under four

subdivisions: (1) man as a conscious, unfinished animal,

(2) man as a conscious change agent , ( 3 ) man's freedom in the

determination of his destiny and (4) man as à cultural being.

AIthough, it is limited to six liberationist writers, Deblois'

study does acknowledge the contribution of the most j-mportant

writers to the Third Worl-d debate on education as an instru-

ment of social change. These relevant writings, then, will

be re-examined, updated and augmented.

The second section is divided into three subdivisions,

(a) the human needs of education, (b) the liberationist criti-

cisms of the otd educational system and (c) the proposed nerv

educational system and its goals. The systematic analysis of

several Third World writers ( as well as the most pertinent

works and authors presented in the third chapter) provided

the information related to this section.

1-7
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THE VIEW OF MAN

rn addition to what Freire (rgzo:42) calls the liber_
ationist emphasis on the "crj-tica1 comprehension,, and ,,under_

standing" of man, several other non-Third world theorists
suggest that "one of the principat goars of contempo rary
thought is a comprehensi-ve sci-ence of man (pannenb€rg, rgrS: 1).,,
As Deblois (7976:57) suggests "every theorist or administrator
makes assumptions about man. " These assumptions become guide_
Lines and help the planner to determi_ne how education shoutd
be planned in order to suit the assumed view of the nature
of man.

one way to understand the liberationist approach is,
to study first the opposite approach, most clearry shown in
the western world. rn the western societies, the moder of
planning education for sociar change has a technological and
rationafistic orientation which seeks social improvement

through more orderly social pranning and increased efficiency
(spring, 7975:130; Holtis, 7g77:1ff). rn this model, society
is conceived as a machine, and the goal is efficient operation
(Herzberg, 7966:85,42) , people become human resources whose
vaLue is determined by their contribution to the smooth func-
tioning of the 'soci-ar machinery.' rn this moder, spring
(7975) argues that man is treated as an object to be worked
upon and shaped for the good of society. But this view by
western theorists, as Debrois (rgz6:52) points out, is a view
which emerged from an industrial perspective and., as such,
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te1ls only a portion of the story about man's nature. For this

reason, Deblois considers the liberationist vj-ew of man to be

"more reflective" than the economically or industrially deter-

mined one of the Western model, since l-iberation seems to ex-

press better both the hopes of oppressed people and the fuI1-

ness of a view in which man is seen, not as a passive element

but as the agent of history, culture and social or educational

planning. Busia's (1969:96) arguments are central- to the a-

bove view.

What is needed is an educational philosophy with à
total view of the individual Lpr man-l and a total
view of society, in its compl-ex network of relations.
I{hat the poJ-icies of former Colonial Powers lacked
was this comprehensive view of education.

Nevertheless, Herzberg (1966:43) points out that the ques-

tion as to what the real nature of man is remains open.

Therefore, the liberationist writers offer "an alternative

concept of man, not created by the interests of the indus-

trial world, but emerging rather from the research in physical

cul-tural and philosophical anthropology during the last de-

cades. . . "--(Deblois, 7976:52) !' In the liberationist view,

man is à conscious and social change agent, a creative being,

a being of praxis. Accordingly, man is the subject of educa-

tion (Freire, L97O:22O). In considering, man as a subject,

the liberationist perspective is concerned with increasing

man's 'autonomy' and 'participation'. Therefore, the goal

of social change is increased individual- participation and

control- of the social system (Spring, 1-975:130).
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Man as a Conscious, Unf inished An,imal

In the liberationist perspective, 'man's ful1 humannessi

is understood, first, in the qualitative difference between

man and animal (Deblois, 7976:53). This concept is also accept-

ed by some non-liberation writers (Faure, et âf., !972:t\T;
Pannenberg, 7975:3; HoIlis, 7977; Price, 1-977:77; Sarup, IgTB:

133). Although man also is an animal, liberation writers ar-
gue that one essential- difference is that man knows that he is
unf inÍshed (Freire, 1968:72), and man al_one is conscious of

his historical roots and is aware of the possibilities open

to him in the future. This is why man is obliged to plan and

Learn, to transform and to create unceasingly in order to sur-

vive and evol-ve (Faure, et àI. , t972:757).

With respect to planning and social_ change, man, there-
fore, is not totally determined by his biological needs (A1ves,

7972:725); he can transcend the biological limitations which

he shares with the animal world (Freire, 7970:7,7); he can

refuse to accept an imaginary reality and plan a more human

reality , a cul-turaI reality ( Alves , L972:L25 ,165; Gut j_errez 
,

7977:x). For this reason, "man is not only seeklng the sat-
isfaction of biological needs, he looks for meaning (A1ves,

L972:166) . "

So, in contrast to the animal, man is made to trans-
form the world that confronts him (Freire, 1968:36). Man's

refl-ective characteristic, combined with his action on the

world by which he transforms the social reality and recreates

himself 1n the same dialectical process, highlights the
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essential and unique human characteristic, that is, man as à

conscious and change agent , as a cultural and historical belng,

as a being of f reedom¡, (Freire, 7968:63,73; I97O:473; Gut-

ierrez, L977,; Alves , 7972:725).

Man as a Conscious_an-d Change Agent

Liberationist writers state, in the process of trans-
forming the environment, that because men are beings not only

iD, but also interacting with the world - which implies the

dialectic relationship between men and the world - men con-

stitute themsel-ves as conscious beings (Freire , 797O:1,5).

In order to understand the planning or changing act at work

in the social world, one has to "scrutinize" the role and the

power of human consciousness (Deblois, L976:155). In Frej-re's

terms (1973:165) : "the change of reality comes about through

a change of consciousness. . . . " The task of reconstructing and

changing socíaI reality is possible only because man's con-

sciousness does not passively accept misery, injustice and

exploitatj-on (Gut íerrez, !973:146). Therefore, a deepened

conscj-ousness of their situation l-eads men to apprehend that

situation as an historical reality susceptible to transforma-

tion (Freire, 1968:773)

But men are conscious and change agents not through

an intellectua1 ef f ort alone. They are so through praxi-s

through the authentic union of action and reflection (Freire,

7970:473; Marshall, 1980:47). Through the new praxis and be-

cause of his consciousness, man critically discovers the
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causes for certaln perceptions of reality. As change agents,

men remake their understanding of reality (Freire, 797O:1,3;

Gutierrez, 7973) . Thus, Marx (Price , 7977 :7!) states:

. ..men ca,n be distinguished from animals by conscious-
ness They themselves begin to distinguish them-
selves from animals as soon as they begin to produce
their means of subsistence, . . . .

For this reason, liberationist writers advocate that this hu-

man dynamÍsm is so much a part of the nature of men that, if
they (men) are refused participation in efforts to change

reality, they exhibit signs of alienation and dehumanization.

Therefore, in the liberationist perspective, the people

involved in planning education for social- change are the true

change agents in communion with the leader or the expert.

Accordingly, social- change in the liberation perspective means

development or liberation from misery, poverty and exploita-

tion. Thus, true development cannot be achieved without the

cooperation of the people. To quote Freire (1968:82-3)

Authentic education is not carried on by rrArr for rrBrr

or by rrArr about "8", but rather by rrArr with "8", med-
iated by the worl-d a world which impresses and chall-
enges both parties, giving rise to views or opinions
about it. . . .We simply cannot go to the laborers to give
them "knowledge or to impose upon them the model of the
"good marlrr....Many political and educational plans have
failed because their authors designed them according to
their own personal views of reality, never once taking
into account (. ..) the men-in-a-situation to whom their
program was ostensibly ffi
. . . revolutionary leaders often fall for the banking line
of planning program content from the top down.

As such, Deblois (!976:1-9,42) outl-ines two major conditions

required by the liberationist writers that the planning pro-

cess must fulfill: (1) it cannot be a downward process only
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rvhereby the planners make the decisions at the top and

these decÍsions are forced upon and executed at the l-ower

1eve1;, (2) the planning process must be the resuLt of a

, dialogue between the plannerg and those affected by the pl-an,

so that the views of the latter are taken into account in

the drawing and implementation of the p1an. Being a parti-

cipant in the planning process, all men are involved in the

creation and recreation of thelr world in which they exper-

ience the "dialectic between determinism and freedom (Freire,

t97O:451 ) . "

lilan's Freedom in the Determination of_his Destiny

Karl Mannheim (Etzioni and Etzioni, L964:466-7)

asserts that "both the man in the street and the practical

politi.cian have vague conceptions of freedom, so that a his-

torical and sociological expJ.anation of the term is no barren

speculation, but the prelude to action." Furthermore, Mann-

heim advocates that man's freedom can exist when it is secured

by planning. Finally, he concl-udes that the man of today has

far more freedom in the determination of his destiny than the

unsocial- ethics of the past would have us bel-ieve.

Similarly, Sartre (Sarup, L978:39) believes that con-

sciousness and freedom are given together. For Sartre, the

essence of man lies in the liberty of man's existence by u'hich

he chooses himself, and so makes himself what he is. In other

words, man's capacity both to perceive the world and to act

upon 1t is dependent on his freedom, and his freedom expresses
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itself in his ability to see what things are not, to envisage

possibilities and to accept or reject what has been envisaged

(Sarup , 1978:39f).

Like Mannheim and Sartre, liberationist writers suggest

that freedom is not àn ideaf state located outside man, nor is
it an idea which becomes myth. Rather it is the indispensabfe

condition for the quest for human completion (Freire, Lg6B:31).

Here lies liberationist idea of man's freedom, for "while the

animal is determined from...the stumul-i which condition his
reaction, man manifests his freedom as well as conquering his
new freedom in proceeding towards his completion or his full
humanness (Freire, 7970:7,7)," Man's freedom, however, is
achieved simuftaneously with hÍs liberation (Gutierrez, 7977:x).

Thus, the task of reconstructing and changing social reality
is possible only because man is free, because his consciousness

is active and capable of giving interpretation and meaning to
his environment (Frej-re , L968:66; T7ZO:16Z).

In the liberationist view, man constructs himself and

attains a real awareness of his own being through his free-
dom and the dialectical process of his consciousness. It
occurs through work (praxis) and the transformation of the

world (Gutierrez, 197L:x) as man claims his existence, free-
ly names his relatedness to others and is committed to this
existence with them (Deblois , 7976:47). For instance, the

liberätion and freedom of man, according to Markovic (tg75:

25), can only be fully understood in terms of its opposite,

as in subject versus object. Man, then, is "free not only
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to do as he chooses, but also because he feels as he chooses,

to be whatever he chooses. " Through this dynamism, hê creates

his own culture (Sarup, 1978:39-41).

Man As A Cultural Being

Although the influence of culture on education has

been rather neglected, at least in the case of the Third lVorld,

it is still an accepted faet in planning education for sociaf

change. In the liberationist perspective, man in the universe

lives a cul-tural- life because he refuses to accept the world

as it is; his dream about a different, improved world relent-

lessly haunts him. Above all, he wants to create a meaningful

world, a world that makes sense to him (Alves, 7972:81,166):

Besides survival, man needs to build a world that
makes sense. This is why he created cul-ture.

Man also makes a culture as a resuft of his vision

and action upon the world (Illich, 7972:107). It is because

of his consciousness and his freedom that man can refl-ect upon

himself and create cul-ture (Freire, t97O:4,5). If this culture

turns against him, he is stil1 capable of transcending the

limits of his own created world (A1ves , 7972:64-5).

In the liberationist view, because man is a conscious

cultural being, he must also be capable of changing reality,

making it suit his nature instead of adapting to what others

have invented (Fanon, 1963:255) . Here, then, lies man's need

for education, for it helps him to consolidate his self-re-

flection and critical thought about man and society (La Be1le,

7e76) .
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THE VIEW OF EDUCATION

The liberationist view of education is rooted in man's

awareness of his incompleteness/hi_s unfinished state:
In contrast to the other animals who are unfinished...,
they f!l.A] àr^e aware of their incompletion. In this
incompletion and in this awareness tie the very roots
of education âs exclusively human manifestation
(Freire, 1968:72).

Human Needs of Education

Indire (1974:29) suggests that, historically, it took

millions of years of evol-ution for men (Homo Sapiens) to achieve

their present form. This evolutÍonary argument leads Faure et

al. (7972:4) to assume that education played an important role
in the survival of the human species up to the present time

and in the present form.

Therefore, in considering man's consciousness as ac-

tive and intentional, the liberationist perspective defines

education as essentially an act of cognition, not a. transfer
of information (Carney, I974:366; Curle, L973:726-7; Carlon,

1,975:266,268; Deblois , 7976:170) . As Deblois (L976:L7O)

points out, this problem-solving approach therefore corres-

ponds more adequately to the creative, reflective, conscious

and cultural character of man as discussed in the flrst sec-

tion. Thus, education then becomes a criticaL analysis of

a problematic reality (Freire, 1968:168 ) .

Thj-s educational approach not onLy points at the

changing character of man's world. It acknowledges man's

historical and cultural dimensions in the transforming
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process (Carnoy , 7974:366, Dione , 7979:60-1; Weinstej_n, IgTg:

34), In this contemporary society, ì,{ao (Price , tgZO:g)

stresses that "marì needs education because as circumstances

change, people do not always change with them, but education
helps them to adapt their ideas to what is neriv." similarly,
Freire (1973:34) sees education as a helpful instrument for
men to assume an increasingry critical attitude toward the

world and so transform it. However, while the liberation
writers acknowredge the role of education in raising people's

consciousness, they are sti1l critical of the ol_d system of

education which, in their view force the masses of the people

to remain outside of the intellectuar circle (Johnson, 1g80:

18).

Criticism of the Ol-d Education System

Liberationist writers consider the oId education sys-

tem to be a conservative institution by its very nature (Car-

hoy, L974:5; Bowles and Gintis, 7976:723-4; Freire, 197O:458;

r11ich, 197o:2-3). curle (7973:727) argues that this educationar

system represents à subsystem in a much larger one, which is
built on low awareness, and the capitalistic ideas of competi-

tive materialism. As such, it is a subsystem of ensl_avement.

Curle goes further, and describes this system as being insti-
tutionalized by means of such mechanisms as the exploitative
network, that world-wide arrangement by which the rich and pow-

erful attempt to satisfy, through dominating the poor and

weak, their driving desire of competitive material-ism and its
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rel-ated psychol-ogical mechanisms. This kind of educational

system is perhaps more effective in maintaining the status

quo than in bringing about social change (Hurd: Lowe, 7977:.

130-2 ) .

Several writers (Eríckson, et à1., I972:109; Memmi-,

1972:105; Indire, I974:36; Carnoy, 1-974:77; I11ich, 1-972)

show horv the conservative function of this ki-nd of education

transmits a relatively unchanging culture and traditional

ski1ls to the learners. Memmi in particular (7972:105) shows

how the similarities and differences between the metropolitan

and col-onial school systems both worked against the colonized

The history, . . taught En" cotonlzef 1s not his own.
Everything seems to have taken place out of his coun-
try....The books talk to him of a world which in no
way reminds him of his own....His teachers do not fol--
Iow the same pattern asfílatner; they àTe not his won-
derful and redeeming successors like every other teacher
in the world.

ThÍs kind of education served more or less, to provide the

indigenous people with jobs and to acquaint them with the

traditions and customs of the colonizers (Indire, 7974:36).

Education, then, was academic in nature and provided for very

few among the colonized (Carnoy, 7974:7O; Unesco, 7977:15).

It was an "e1itj-st educatj-on" based on "discriminatory ten-

dencies" ( Carl-on, 7975:266) .

Freire (!973:!25) urges that the tradÍtional educa-

tion was premised on the "banking method" the idea that a

student is an object into which knowledge is placed, not a

subject in the learning process. That is, the banking method

of education shares many of the properties of an oppressive
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society: "the teacher acts and the students have the illusion

of acting through the action of the teacher." In adult lit-

eracy programs, the theory manifests itself in the use of read-

ing material- which has little relationship to the life activity

of the learner (Spring,7975:68). A banking system of educa-

tion further assumes that poverty exists because the poor do

not know how to function properly within society. They are

condemned, essentially by being told they have failed (Spring,

L975:68) .

It is implicit in the liberationist vi-ew of the banking

approach that "man is seen as essentially adaptabl-e and manage-

able and that man's consciousness is passive" and waiting to

be filled (Deblois, 7976:170). For this reason, IIlich (797O:

2-3) urges that, as long as an individual is not explicitly

conscious of the ritual charaeter of the process through which

he was initiated to the forces which shape his cosmos, h€

cannot break the spe11 and shape a new cosmos. From the lib-

erationist view, this educational system is alienating and

oppressive because it stiffles man's creative power*. As à

result, this kind of system dehumanizes people and puts them

in a 'cuf ture of sil-ence' .

Those in a cufture of silence do nothing to change

their world (Freire: Spring, L975:65). They remaj-n at a 1ev-

el of mere animal activity. That is why liberation writers

stress the need for changing the traditional educational system

( I11ich, 7979:10) . In Hedman's words (7979:11-1)

* See the l-iberati-onist
section.

view of man as described in the first
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We should refrain from dancing on the grave of
traditional educational school systems as they
become progressively more disfunctional.

Accordingly, liberationist writers recommend a new educational

system, one which is by its very nature a major tool for erod-

ing and destroying outdated traditional- structures (Freire,

L978; Watson , 7977 :57 ; Kluchnikov, 1980:34; Carnoy , L974:366;

Il-lich , 7975) .

The Proposed New Education System and its Goals

The new education system proposed by liberation writers

can be examined in terms of its goals. With respect to its
aims for social change; these goals ca.n be outlined under three

major headings: (a) the transition from elitÍst education to

mass educatJ-on, (b) the linking of the school- with life, and

(c) the strengthening of cuftural identity (Unesco, 7977:18f;

Carnoy, 1-974:7Of; Memmi, 7972:1Ob).

a) The Transition from Elitist Education to Mass
Education.

In Castro's mind (Dah1man,1973:29-33, 130), the role
of education is crucial: "abundance cannot be achieved wi-th-

out technology, and technology cannot be achieved without the

massive education of the people so that they can master it. . . "

Education of the masses, according to Castro, is the first

and most lmportant task after the revolution, for education

helps to create the framework for the new generation.

Carnoy reaches the same conclusion. He argues that

the task of the new educational system is to encourage access
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to knowledge and to the nature of learning. In this wây,

people's understanding of the new social order and the mean-

ing of work, responsibility and political participation will
be increased.

In the liberationist view, the alternative to mass ed-

ucation is to be found in what Freire (7977:22,3O) has called

"education for critical consciousness." Freire asserts that
the critical dimension of consciousness accounts for the goals

men assign to their transforming acts upon the worl_d. What is
necessary is that the people should develop crit ical- conscious-

ness and participate fully in their own development. In this
view,

It is important to assocj-ate the people with the in-
terpretation of their cultural life and not to leave
its interpretation and animation excfusively in the
hands of the elite, which is culturally dependent on
the West and can be more easily manipul-ated and condi-
tioned by the latter than an entire nation (Edj.torial,
Presence Africaine, No 83, 1972) .

For the liberationist writers, adult literacy is a

political act, an act of knowing in the context of national
reconstruction (Guinea - Bissau, 7979:28). Only then can mass

education be achieved in à social situation where workers and

peasants àre reduced to silence by the ruling classes. Lib-
eration writers urge that adult literacy should be an effort
to read and write their reality, think critically about the

world and take their place in it with a l-ucid awareness of íts
changing reality*. Womens' education, for example, should

*One of the goals of Freire's method is to bring those in a
culture of sil-ence to an understanding of self which would
al-Iow them to expel the internalized, image of the dominant
class (see Freire's Adult Literacy, L7TO:216),
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include learning such things as improvement in diet, health,

infant care and the upbringing of children (D'Aeth,7973:53).

Therefore, in Hurd's terms (Lowe, et â1., 7977:46-T),

the primary task of the educational planner and administrator

is not to make formal academic educatj.on more widely available

but, rather to assist people to interpret what social and po1-

itico economic change implies for them in the context of

their own envi-ronments and to see how they may contribute
personally to the generaÌ good.

b) Linking of the New Education with Life

Carnoy (7974:366) describes Frej-re's reading method

as an example of education in the context of reafity of life.
Freire uses words that have strong political content; his

claim was that reading could be taught more effectively if

the words learned had important meaning to the learners.

Followi-ng this view, the minister of Education of Guinea

Bissau (!979:2, 24-5) declares that "schools must be rooted

in the village communities so that they can play the rofe of

permanent learning environments...." As a result, liberation

writers advocate that there is no place for lmposed or pre-

packaged knowledge. Knowledge, on the contrary, must be in-

vented and translated into practice (praxis) step by step.

Buber (Weinstein, 7979:32) believes that education should

meet the immediate needs of l-ife of a given people.

For education of the child, Dione (L979:60-1) states

that j-nte1lectuaIs should adopt their knowledge to a concrete
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context, which means that the curriculum needs tremendous

overhauling to make it relevant to the child's physÍcal- and

psychological milieu (Carlon, L975:266). Furthermore, Car-

1on requires a "synthesis" and à "synchronization" of indi-
genous systems of education with the Western system. To do

so will require technical and vocational school to teach

children how to be self-employed and the rural economy

should be expanded to create job opportunities outside the

urban centres (Osafo - Gyina, 7974:24), At those schools,

the goals are to combat the social cause of migration to
urban areas and to train young people to analyze, interpret

and change their rural reality (Freire, 7973:35ff; Unesco,

7977:1Bf ) .

In adult education, liberation writers put emphasis

on the importance of the everyday problems of villagers whj.ch

become the starting point and the subject matter for educa-

tional actíon aimed at mobilizing and trai-ning people to solve

their problems by their own means and resources (Carnoy, 7974:

366; Unesco , 7977 :79; Freire , 7970) , Agriculture, in this case

is at the core of these dynamics (OECD, 1981:23). The impor-

tance of agriculture is well expressed by D'Aeth (7973:10),

who suggests that "the heart of social- change seems to 1ie in

rural- development , . . . because it would help to ensure an ade-

quate worl-d supply of food... " However, if this linkage be-

tween education and l-ife has to prove 1ts effectiveness, the

liberation writers advocate that the educational planner should

make sure that all those representing the various cul-tural
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traditions and identity are associated with the education of

the learners (Guinea - Bissau, 7979:23; Unesco, 7977:19).

c) The Strengthening of Cultural- Identity

The l-iberation writers realize that social change can

only be reached by their own cultural efforts, and not by im-

itating other cultures (Fanon, 1963:253-5). Education must

help the people to restore their identity as a people with a

past and a worthwhile future in association with other people

in the lVorld (Dione, 7979:61 )o Ocaya Lakidi ( 1980:15)

recommends that:

Educational systems in Third World countries should dig
deeper into the past for local cul-tural discoveries and

, push faster into the future through the sciences.

Freire (1,973:130) believes that social change will occur be-

cause of the creative transformation. This transformation

will also be achieved as a result of the old advanced technology

combined with the empirical- methods of the peasants. Only

through cultural synthesis can the educational planner or

administrator and the peopl-e both be enriched.

Among the many means of strengthening the cultural-

ldentity, local language is an important tool. The local

language helps the expansion of peoplets awareness of se1f, as

individuals progress in reading and writing by using words

that help them understand their world. As Ocaya - Lakidi

(1980:17) states:

Of all cultural attributes, language is perhaps singly
the most important. A people cannot retain, promote
or enrich its culture except through its language.
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Therefore, the l-iberation writers emphasize the im-

portant place of cul-ture in planning education, for culture

is the chief instrument in thelcreation of a people's identi-

ty. Yet, whatever the stated function, as Anderson (7967:22)

concludes:

Schools are al-ways coloured by the surrounding society
and a school system that is functioning effectively in
a society will be localized to its milieu.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The first sub-set of research questions (sub-questions

#7,2,) have been addressed in this chapter. The following

is a brief summary of the answers to these questions. In the

Table 1, the author presents a summary outline of the observed

l-iberationist perspective on views of man and education for

social- change.
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Res_earch question I #1

The liberationist perspective on view of man was re-

viewed under four observed assumptions; man as: (1) a con-

scious, unfinished animal , (2) à conscious and change agent,

(3) à free being and, (4) a cultural being. These assumptions

portrayed man's ability and task of reconstructing and chang-

ing social reality through a combination of an intellectual-

effort and praxis (reflection and action). Through a dialec-

tical process of his consciousness, man can attaj-n a real

awareness of his own being and its historical roots. By his

own work, man transforms the wor1d, claims his existence and

creates his own culture. For this reason, the liberationist

writers recommend that the educational planning process must

be the resul-t of a dialogue between the planner and those

affected by the plan. In being a participant in this act of

planning, man is free to participate in the creation and re-

creation of his world and so to control it for his well being.

Research question I #2

The liberationist view of education was discussed

with respect to its goals and to man's nature and needs. The

Iiberationist writers saw education essentially as an instru-

ment for man to assume an increasingly critical attitude to-

ward the world and so to transform it. In contrast, they

critically rejected the old educational system because it was

an elitist educational system and treated the learner as an

"object" rather than a "subject" of his learning.
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Within the context of the proposed new educational

system, the liberationist wrÍters advocated three major goals:

(1) the transition from el-itist education to mass education,

(2) the linking of the new educational system with fife and

(3) the strengthening of cul-tural identity. The liberationist
writers advocate the access of all the masses to knowledge

and to the nature of, learning in order to i_ncrease people's

understanding of the new social contract and of the meaning

of work, responsibility and political participation. In brief
the liberationist writers recommend an education designed to

develop critical consciousness for, in this wây, the masses

could partieipate fully in their own development. Adult ed-

ucation and education for women were some of the many other

means for mass education.

Secondly, these writers point out the importance of

linking education with life. For this reason, they recommend

that school programs and curriculum be eentred in the village
communities so that the schools could provide a permanent

learning environment. The everyday problems of vi11ages, the

expansion of the rural economy and the importance of agricul-

tural development are a1l mentioned as some of the most urgent

needs in linking education to l-ife. Fina1ly, the liberation-
ist writers stress the importance of restoring the national

cultural identity through various ways, such as the use of the

local language.

Final1y, these two major sections together have shown

who man is in the liberationist perspective and what must be
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the educational goals in order to suit that nature of man

and bring about the social change being demanded. In the

liberationist view, education is to help man increase his

autonomy and his control over the environment around him.

In making him aware of his social reality and his j-ncom-

pleteness education should help man to liberate hlmself

from dependence and misery. The liberationist views of man

and education provide, then, a co-ordinated framework from

which education for social change in Africa generally andl

or Ín Tanzania particularly may proceed. Thus, Nyerere's

"Edueation for Self-ReIiance (ESR)" is a concrete example

to be anal-yzed and compared with this liberationist per-

spective. In the next chapter, then, both the methodology

and the research framework for this study ¿¡e described,



CHAPTER I I I

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND FRAIIIEIVORK

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was, f irst , to exam j-ne some

major aspects of Nyerere's ESR--its views of man and educa-

tÍon and, its implementation to rural- development. Then, to

compare Nyerere's ESR with the liberationist vj.ews of man

and education, both theoretically and operationally. The

schematic presented as Figure 2 (presented earfier as Figure

1) depicts the possible relationships between the liberation-

ist perspective and Nyerere's ESR, both theoretically and op-

erat ionally .

The three questions comprising the l-iberationist per-

spective were offered as a framework for stimulating critical

reflection by potential educational planners and administra-

tors. These three research questions are:

1. What is the view of man in the liberationist
perspect ive?

2. What is education and its goals for social change

according to the liberationist perspective?

Following the Deblois' (7976) model of organization,

it can be assumed that these three questions are very impor-

tant issues faced by educational administrators in develop-

ing countries and particularly, by Nyerere in his ESR. For

this reason , a critical reflection arising from a comparison

of the issues raised in the liberationist perspective and in

Nyerere's ESR wil-l- hopefully facil-itate and guide the thinking

40
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and action of the ESR implementers.

rel-ating to ESR are as foll-ows:

The research questions

1. IVhat is Nyerere's view of man?

2. What is the meaning of education and its goals

for social change in NyererJ,= ESR model?

3. In relation to his views of man and education,

to what extent has Nyerere applied his educationaf goals to
rural- development for social change in Tanzania?

considering the anarysis of Nyerere's ESR in the con-

text of the l-iberation approach, the study end.eavors to an-

swer two other questions:

1. Theoretically, to what degree does Nyerere's views

of man and education conform to the liberationist perspective?

2, Operationally, to what degree has ESR been imple-
mented according to the liberationist perspective?

rn Figure 2, A represents the three research questions

of sub-set r related to the liberationist perspective; B

symbolÍzes the first three research questions of sub-set Ir
related to Nyerere's views of man and education and c irlus-
trates the research question 3 of sub-set rr deal_j_ng with
Nyerere's imprementation to rurar development. The relation
r pictures the research question 1 of sub-set rrr, and the

relation rrr portrays the last research question of this sub-

set, and the relation rr symbolizes the research question 3

of sub-set II.
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Research Framework

The research framework for studying Nyerere's ESR

provided by the liberationist perspective includes three major

dimensions:

1. Nyerere's views of man and education.

2, Nyerere's implementation of ESR to rural develop-
ment.

3. The comparison between Nyerere's ESR and the lib-
erationist perspective, both theoretically and
operationally.

In Dimension 7, the author examined Nyerere's views of man and

education as found in the ESR policy. The significance of

studylng this dimension has been stressed by the liberatÍonist

writers (Freire , 797O:47 ,22O ) that:

Every educational practice implies à concept of man and
the world. Bxperience teaches us not to assume that the
obvious is clearly understood. . .

Stressing further the above assumption about man, Busia (1969:

96) wrote that:
What is needed is an educationaL philosophy with a total-
view of the individual and a total view of society, in
its complex network of relations. What the policies of
former Colonial Powers lacked was this comprehensive view
of education.

The above liberationist view stresses the importance

of understanding Nyerere's concept of man. Therefore, through

a study of Nyerere's view of man, the meaning and the role of

ESR and its goals can best be understood and eval-uated. The

research questions relating to this dimension are: \,2 and 3

of sub-set II Chapter I.

Dimension 2 is based on question 3 of sub-set II (see
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Chapter I ) . According to Dolan ('J'97O:7) , the best way to

discover the thought-processes of someone is to observe what

he says and does. After studying what Nyerere says about man

and education in ESR policy in the first dimension, in the

second dimension , then the 
"i-,tt 

ot examined Nyerere's imple-

mentation of ESR to rural development in Tanzanía. It is

from the systematic juxtaposition of the ESR theory and op-

eration that a comparison between Nyerere's ESR and the lib-

erationist perspective becomes meaningful.

Dimension 3 is based on the questions 1 and 2 of sub-

set III (see Chapter I). The author assumes that only by doing

both the analysis of ESR policy with respect to its views of

man and education and its ímplementation to rural development

can its comparison with the liberationist perspective be

provided. For this reason, the judgement and comparison of

the two theories were based on the resul-ts of data gathered

in the first two dimensions dealing with Nyerere's ESR and

on the information in Chapter II of this study.

Data Sources

a) Rationale for sources

Given that a wide range of sources are avaÍlab1e,

the investigation in this study attempts to provide a balance

between Sources primarily theoretical in their perspective, and

sources which show evidence of field-based or practical orien-

tation. The investigative procedures used, contain three major

elements: a systematic search for information from the library,
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analysis and synthesis of this information, and à comparison

the different sources of information.

b) Organigj¡.lion of sources

Given the research questions and framework of

this study, the literature surveyed for this study encompass-

es three areas: Iiberationist perspective of man and educa-

tion, Nyerere's views of man and education (ESR) and, eval-

uation of ESR implementation to rural development (Uiamaa

villages) in Tanzania. Some of the major sources are pre-

sented in Tables 7,2 and 3. The procedures used to organíze

these sources depended on the research questions and frame-

work of the study.

In Table 2, major third world writings pertinent to

discover the liberationist strategies consonant with the views

of man and educatj-on are presented. Although most sources

were from Latin America and Africa, three non-thlrd world

writers were incorporated into this group: I11ich, Frank

and Carnoy. These three writers have written several books

and,f or articl-es on the need for a new approach to education

for third world social development or change. In following

the organizational structure of Deblois' analysis of the

liberationist view of man, the author's intention was not to

examine the difference between these writers (neo-marxist,

or socialist or cultural revitaIist..., Paul-ston, 7977:372-3)

but, to understand those ideas which liberationist writers

hold in conmon. Only their alternative approaches as they
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related to the problem and sub-problems of this study rivere

considered. From these sources, the liberationist views of

man and education for social- change were identified in the

second chapter: the liberationist perspective.

In Table 2, the selected works of J. K. Nyerere re-

lating to the policy of ESR are presented. These works in-

clude Nyerere's own writings and speeches and Tanzanian Gov-

ernment policies published since 7967. In addition to the

above primary sources, several secondary writings of experts

and analysts in the field of education and development (see

bibliography) were also valuable as source material-s for the

fourth chapter based on the questions 7,2 and 3 of sub-set II

In addition to other writings (see bibliography)

evaluating the successes and failures of Nyerere's ESR, eight

most pertinent and recent dissertations and theses deallng

with education in Tanzania provided the data which served to

answer the question 3, of sub-set II. These sources are pre-

sented in Tab1e 3.

Data Analysis

The sources presented in Table 1 were analyzed to

provide the information relevant to the 1j-berationist views

of man and education. These views of man and education were

identified in the second chapter: the liberationist perspec-

tive.
The analysis

provided information

of the sources presented in Table 2

relevant to the Chapter IV of this
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TABLE 2

Selected Third WorId writings relevant to the

liberationlst strategies consonant with

the views of man and education.

AUTHOR/YEAR SOURCES

AIves, R. A. (7972)

Carnoy, M. (t974)

( 1e75 )

Fanon , F. ( 1963 )

Frank (7979)

Frelre, P. (1968)

(te7o)

(7e7 o)

(7e73)

( 1e78 )

I11ich, I. (1972)

( 1e75 )

Memmi, A. (7972)

Tomorrow's Child.

Education as Cul-tural Imperialism.

The role of Education in
Strategy for Social Change.

The Wretched of the Earth.

On Capital-ist Underdevelop-
ment.

Pedagogy of the Oppressed.

The Adult Literacy Process
as Cul-tural- Action for Free-
dom.

Cultural Action and Conscien-
t izat ion .

Education, Liberation and
the Church.

Pedagogy in Process.

Deschool-ing Society

Education without School-:
How it can be Done?

The colonized and the Colonizer.
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Selected Works

pertinent to

TABLE 3

of Nyerere and TANU

the study of ESR.

-A Nyerere's books:

Education for Self-Reliance (7967)
Socialism and Rural- Development (7967)
Ujamaa - Essay on Social-ism (1968)
Freedom and Unity (7967)
Freedom and Socialism/Uhuru na Umoja (1968)
Man and Development/Binadanu na Maendeleo

(!e74)
Freedom and Development/Uhuru na Maendel-eo

(7e74)

Nyerere's Articles and Speeches:

Education must liberate man (1974)
Education for Liberation in Africa. (1975)
Declaration of Dar-es-SaIaam: "Liberated

Man-the Purpose of Development" (L976).
Ten Years of the Universtiy of Dar-es-

Salaam (1980)
Tanzani-a, Who is Dreaming. (1980)
Time of Struggle. (1980)
Twenty Years of Non-Alignment (1981)

-B

II T.A.N.U.'s Documents (Tanzanian Gof'ernment
documents )

The Arusha Declaration and TANU's Policy
on Socialism and SeIf-Reliance (7967)

T.A.N.U, Guidelines (7977)
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TABLE 4

Selected Writings for investigating ESR's

Implementation to rural development in Tanzania.

AUTHORS SOURCES YBAR

Banda, M.

Carthew, N

Court, D

Johnson, L

Komba, D. A

Lema, A. A.

Okoh, J D

E Rura1 Development in Tanzania:
The Uj amàa Mode1.

Education for Soclalism: A
Comparative Study of Educational
Strategies and their Political-
Economic contexts in China and
Tanzania.

Education as Social Control: The
Response to Inequality in Kenya
and Tanzania.

The Role of Education in Western
Culture History: Tanzania as a
Model of Education for Self-
Reliance.

The fntegration of Education and
lVork in Tanzania: A clarification
of the Policy Rationale and an Ex-
ploration of its Implications for
fmplementation and Eval-uation.

Education for Self -Rel-iance. A
Brief Survey of Se1f-Reliance
activities in Some Tanzanian
Schools and Colleges.

Report of Secondary Education
Project: Economic Achievements
of Education for Sel-f-Reliance in
Tanzani-an Secondary Schools.

Julius Nyerere's Social Philosophy
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study. This chapter contains the analysis of Nyerere's

views of man and education incorporated in his policy of

BSR. While the sources presented in Table 2 helped to

anaLyze and describe Nyerere's ESR in theoretical terms,

the sources in Table 3 were analyzed to examine Nyerere's

implementatlon of ESR in rural development or Ujàmaa

villages in Tanzania. This analysis represented the ans-

wer to the research question 3 of sub-set II examined 1n

Chapter V.

The selection of the Ujamaa villages or devel-op-

ment villages as the means for studying ESR implementation

was based on several factors:

-Tanzani-a is primarily a rural country;
-This village development scheme was selected by

Nyerere and his Party (TANU presently CCM) as
a vehicle for mobil-i-zation and education.

-As such, they represent a broad range of educa-
tional- activities.

-They are innovative, and are the direct outcome
of the political, economic and educational pol-
icies announced in 7967.

Therefore, the Ujamaà villages and schools are the focal

point of the sel-f-reliant educationaL strategy, and these

viJ-Iages, if successful will- form the economic andf or

social basis for national development and social change in

Tanzania.

The information which served to answer the research

questions 1 and 2 of sub-set III came from the data analysis

done in Chapters ïI, IV, and V. The comparison of the lib-

erationist perspectÍve and Nyerere's ESR was done in Chapter

VI according to the research framework of this study.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter, the author presented the research

methodology and framework used in this study. This study has

rel-ied heavily on library research. The author's familiarity
with the African systems of education (being an Afrlcan) has

facilitated the process of interpreting l-iterature as well
as providing a critical analysis and a final recoûìmendation

to the study. In the following Chapter, the author will_

describe the views of man and education portraying Nyerere's

ESR.



CHAPTER IV

NYERERE'S EDUCATION FOR SELF-RBLIANCE :

VIEW OF MAN AND EDUCATION.

RESEARCH QUESTIOI.TS: SUB-SET II, 7 and 2

The foregoing review of the liberationist perspective

has provided a research framework with which to investigate

Nyerere's views of man and education. Therefore, in this
chapter, the author is presenting (1) Nyerere's view of man

and (2) the goals of Nyerere's BSR and what this means for

social change in Tanzania,

NYERERE'S VIEW OF MAN*

Nyerere's view of man is based on the principles of

Ujamaa-ism, familyhood; with ESR functioning as a uni-fyÍng

agent that fosters the attitudes rel-evant to a socialist
society. As Kurtz (7972:103) states, Nyerere's ul-timate goal

is "man and his well-being." Nyerere views man and his hard

work as the chief natural resources in social change and dev-

elopment. In concrete terms, peopÌe are the "developersrr as

well as the "purpose of the deveÌopment". In connection to

men as developers , the Arush.a Declarat ion (7967 :246-7 )

states that:

*It was not the author's intention to examine the educational
history of Tanzania. Only Nyerere's philosophical views of
man and education have been examined. For detailed history
of Tanzanian education see Kurtz, L972; Dolan !977 and
Morrison 1976.

52
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The development of a country is brought about by
people, not by money. Money, and the wealth it
represents, is the resul-t and not the basis of dev-
elopment. The four prerequisites of development
e-re different; they are (1) people; (2) land;
(3) good policies; and (4) good leadership.

On the other hand, men as the purpose of development

is expressed by the President of Zambía, Kaunda:

African society has always been man-centered. Indeed
this is how it should be, otherwise why is a house
built?...For what el-se would there be need to grow
food?...The simple and yet difficult answer is man.
Simple in the sense that it is clear, aJ-I human
activity centres around man. Difficult too, because
man has not yet understood his own importance. . .

Nyerere himsel-f (7976:9) clearly stressed the pur-

pose of development in the f oll-owing terms:

For development has a purpose; that purpose is the
liberation of man. . . the goods are needed to serve
men; services are required to make the lives of men
more f ruitfu]. Pol-itical , social and economic
organization is needed to enlarge the freedom and
dignity of men.

Man as a Developer

In Nyerere's (L974:4) assumptions; man as a developer

is one who is aware of two things: (1) his own manhood, and

(2) his power to use circumstances rather than to be used

by them. Man's awareness of his manhood is his ability to

understand that he alone, and not someone else, ca,n liberate

or develop him. That is, only through his own ability to

act deliberately for a sel-f-determined purpose, which dis-

tinguishes him from the other animals, can he be liberated.

That is al so why Nyerere urges that, for man to be a conscious

developer, his consciousness must develop in the process of
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thinking, deciding and acting. As such, man's capacity will

then develop in the process of doing. To quote Nyerere's

(197a:27) terms:

Man develops himself by what he does, he develops him-
self by making his own decisions, by increasing his own
fu1l participation as an equal in the life of the
conìmunity he lives in. People cannot be developed, they
can only develop themselves....Development of the people
can onl-y be af f ected by the peopl-e.

It is this reflective human cïtaracteristic and human

awareness which gives man a "power to use circumstances. rt

This human power helps man to overcome any feelings of in-

feriority and, therefore, makes him able to cooperate wlth

other men, on an equal basis, for their common purposes.

Conversely, the danger of "being used by circumstances"

makes man l-ose his manhood and be treated as an animal.

Therefore, Nyerere states that men living in poverty or sick-

ness, under tyranny or exploitation must be able to recognize

(thinking) both that the life they lead is miserable, and

that they can change (decidine) it by their ovi'n action (act-

ing) either indlvidually or cooperatively (Nyerere , 7974:4,

90 ; 1-97 6: 11-5 ) .

Nyerere sees development as the expansion of man's

own consciousness and of his power over, himself, his environ-

ment and his society. This conscious power will help man to

break through the belief that miserable conditj-ons could be

regarded as the will- of God (Nyerere, 1976:11-5). Through

this conscious development of man's power and arvareness of

his manhood, he becomes a cultural, social and free being.
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Man as a Cu]tural, Sõcial and' Frêe Being

In Nyerere's view, these chatacteristics of man can be

explained by his philosophical base of Ujamaa-ism, the phil-

osophy of the new culture that he is creating in Tanzanía,

His need to create this new societV, based on "familyhood"

or Ujamàa, originates from his attitude about the colonial_

experÍence:

. . . as a people to a large extent determine their own
future, so it can be stated quite categorically that
no part of Africa will ever become a duplicate copy
of any part of Europe (Nyerere, 7967:116).

C1early, then, Ujamaa-ism for Nyerere is not meant

to be, nor can it b€, a reprint of another nation's social-
ism. He further argues that the universaL eharacteristics
of socialism must be applied to each particular situation in
a manner best suited to it:

Ujamaa is opposed to capitalism, which seeks to build
a happy society on the exploitation of man by man;
and it is equally opposed to doctrinaire socialism
which seeks to build its happy society on a philosophy
of inevitable conflict between man and man.

On the basis of the above contrast, Nyerere (1968:

109) argues that Ujamaa is the socialism which their fore-
fathers believed in and practiced, although they did not

l-abel it as such. Traditional society, iil fact, could serve

as a model for the present because it was a self-contained

unit, providing the essentials for both material and psychot-

ogical needs. It was a total way of life: familial, egali-
tarian, democratic and based on mutual aid.

But Nyerere's imitation of the traditional society is
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not a duplicate or brind copy as such but, rather, a critical
sel-ection of meaningful customs and a rejection of inadequate

practices of modern Tanzanía. He lists three main inadequac-

ies in the traditional way of life:
(1) the women suffered from inequalities;
(2) poverty was due to ignorance and

(3) the scale of operations was smal_l.

For these reasons, Nyerere caIls for a correction of this
traditional system by adapting to its service the things they

can learn from the technologically developed societies of
other countries,

In determining our future out of the lessons of ourpresent and past, w€ shall be working out a new syn-
thesis, a way of life that draws from Europe as well
as Christianity, f rom communal_ism and individualism.. .

...There is a need for a new synthesis;...we have the
lessons of the East and the west before us and we have
our own traditions to contribute to mankind's pool of
knowledge. rf we can integrate these things into a new
pattern of society then the world will have reason to begrateful that we have gained our independence. . .
(Nyerere , 7967:116, 727) .

Man's Social Characteristics

Man's social characteristics are found in the three

major principles of Ujamaa-ism: (1) human equality,
(2) co-operative sharing and (3) unity and harmony (Kurtz,
7972:85). By accepting human equality, Nyerere rejects racism,

aristocracy and arrogance. IVhile he recogni-zes human dif f-
erences in physique, in intell-igence, in skills and in conflicts
between man's selfish and social instincts, he advocates

these inequalities be put to the service of man's equalities.
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As such, the second principle, co-operative sharing, requires

the element of equality. Sharing cooperatively is an essen-

tial element in Nyerere's understanding of development, be-

cause without cooperation with others, man is helpless and,

therefore, he cannot develop.

...4 liberated man will work with others to defeat
these evils, and will again use whatever resources
are at hand. These resources may be his own know-
ledge, the knowledge of others, the land, the water,
or simply his own sweat.
...For man is a social- animal. A man in isolation
can be neither liberated nor educated... (Nyerere,
1974:4,6)

The third principle is "unity and harmofly, " which

includes an obligation to work. Each person and age group

have different obligations to fuIfi11. Nyerere wants every-

one to have "an attitude of wanting to work, in whatever work

there is to do, alongside and within the rest of the community,

until finally there is no more distinction between a" graduate

and an illiterate than there is between a man who works as a

carpenter and his fellow who works as a brick layer (Nyerere,

1968:186). In this respect, Nyerere follows the precepts of

the traditional African society:

In traditional African society everybody was a worker.
There was no other way of earning a living for the
community. Even the Elder, who appeared to be enjoying
himself without doing any work and for whom everybody
el-se appeared to be working, had, in fact, worked hard
all his younger days (Nyerere,7966:164-5).

These three basic principles are interdependent. To-

gether, they suggest that there cannot be freedom without

equality or cooperation and unity. Freedom for both the in-

dividual and the group is vital to mutual respect and to
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peaceful democratic processes (Kurtz, L972:88). Man, Nyerere

(L966:12:..,178) b.elievesomust have freedom to pursue his in-
terests and inclinations, for this freedom permits each per-

son to "develop the spark of divinity wÍthin himsel_ f at the

same time he contributes and benefits from his membership

in the community. " Nyerere concludes that only free people,

conscious of their worth and their equality, càn buÍld a

free society. Therefore, a free society is a self-reliant
nation (Nyerere, 7967:9; 7975:4) and Education for SeIf-
Rel-iance is the significant instrument to bring about this
kind of nation.

EDUCATION FOR SBLF_RELIANCB

On march 9, 7967, shortly after the Arusha Declara-

tion*, Nyerere produced a document entitled Education for
self-Reriance**, in which he gave a synthesis of the educa-

tional- theory which had been developing since independence.

Its contents revealed the application of the Tanzanian po1-

itical philosophy of Ujamaa to education, and it provided

the theoretical basis for the new Tanzanian school system.

*A poficy statement of TANU (presently CCM) issued on Febru-
ary 5, 7967. The Arusha Decl-aration reflects the Tanzanian
commitment to the principles of self-reliance and socialism
based on Ujamaa-ism (for further information see The Arusha
Declaration and TANU's Policy on Social-ism and Self-Reliance,
L967).

**Education for Self-Reliance analyzes the system and attitude
of education that evolved Ín Tanganyika, and then goes on to
demand an educational revolution a re-casting of the system
in the light of Tanzania's needs and social objectives.
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Education was to be the means of giving substance to the

political and social- changes envisaged.

lVithout directly criticizing the col-onial administra-

tors, Nyerere suggested that the aim of education before 1-96!

was to inculcate the values of the col-onial- society and to

train individuals for the service of the colonial state. Dur-

ing the first si-x years of independence, in spite of becoming

less racial- and more Africanized in content, education was

stiIl basically eli-tist, encouraging and emphasizing the in-
dividual-istic instincts of mankind, divorcing educated people

from their society, and valuing books and formal education

over traditional forms of learning. The students, who con-

sumed what others produced, were thereby prevented from con-

tributing to production. In a review of the coLonial system

of education, Nyerere (1968:54-5) pointed out in concrete terms

four basi.c elements which prevented the integration of the

pupils into society:

...the education now provided is designed for the few
who are intel-l-ectually stronger than their f eIlows.
It induces among those who succeed a feeling of sup-
eriority, and leaves the majority, hankering after
something they will- never obtain. It induces a feeL-
ing of inferiority among the majority and can þeithe!
produce the egalitarian society we should build, nor
the attitudes of mind which are conducive to an ega-
litarian society. On the contrary, it induces the
growth of a class structure in our country.

Against this incisive and comprehensive assessment

of the existing state of the Tanzanian educational system,

Nyerere then went on to suggest changes that must be not only

quantitative, but also strongly quali.tative. Nyerere (1966:
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275) was clearly disturbed by the fact that an individual or

a societ¡' could be considered a" failure, should either not

achieve a significant level of hígher education, a reference

to Freire's criticism of the banking method of education.

In Nyererets vierv of education, the kind of society the Tan-

zanian people themselves wished to create first had to be

determined, and only then could changes be made,

Only when we are clear about the kind of society we
are trying to build can we design our educational
service to serve our goals (Nyerere, 7,966:310).

In the preceeding section of this chapter, we noted

that Nyerere wanted a new society based on Ujamaa or family-
hood: equality; respect of human dignity; sharing of the

resources whieh are produced by the efforts of all the citi-
zens; and work by everyone and exploitation by none (Nyerere,

:..966:311). The aims and goals of ESR attempted to implement

a system designed to meet these principles.

THE AIIIS AND GOALS OF ESR

In the review of the liberationist aims of education,

educational- goals are outlined under three major headings:

(1) the transition from elitist education to mass education;

(2) the linking of the sehool with life, and (3) the strength-

ening of cultural Ídentity. For the sake of comparison, this
discussion will focus on the same three criteri-a.

a) The Transition from Elitist Bducaiton to lrlass Education

fn his Plannl , Adam Curle
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(L966:125-38) makes a distinction between ,mass, an. ,selec_
tive' approaches to educationar pranning. The cor_onial educa_
tional effort stressed the selective approach and concentrated
education to particurar aï.eas and interest groups. The task
of independent African governments has been to move the edu_
cational system from a selective to a mass approach, which
means spreading educational 0pportunities as widely as poss_
ible. As uchendu (7g7g:6) states, the two approaches to the
educational enterprise are based on differing social and po1_
itical ideologies.

rn the liberationist perspective, however, the task
of the new educational system must be to encourage access to
knowledge and to the nature of learning, in order to increase
mass responsibility and mass political participation. rn
other terms, mass education is one of the most important
criteria to men's consciousness and transforming acts upon
the world.

similarly, criticar thinking is given a prominent
place in Nyerere's goals for mass education. Kurtz (Lgr2:
725) ' for example, sees Nyerere as one who wants responsible
men' not robots, in the social, political, economic and 1n-
tellectual spheres of activity. Critical thinking, then,
must be accompanied by sound, moral character as we]l as rel_
evant knowledge and skirls for socialist living. Because of
this socialist emphasis, Nyerere,s understanding of ,mass ed_
ucation' is different from what other theorists car.r ,,uni_ver_
sal primary or secondary educati-on', in that the first repre_
sents the minimum r.earning needs of specially identified groups.
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Nyerere's target groups include all age groups, young and old,
men and women. Furthermore, his vi_ew of mass educati.on is
both theoreticaf and practical_, formal and non-formal.

rn ESR, the transition from eritist education to
mass education is expected to alter the participants' expec_

tations. rn this wày , the people wilr adapt to their posi-
tlon in a socialist society; they will be peasant producers,
workers in any kind of work they wirl be carred upon to do

in the society. rt is a kind of education that coors their
aspirations for higher education and, at the same time, pro-
duces a minority cadre of quarified people at the higher
levels of education. rn other terms, Nyerere's (196g:2g2)
mass education proposes

. . . to provide a different education one realisticarlydesigned to fulfirl the common purpose of education inthe particular society of ranzania....The object of theteaching must be the provision of knowredge, skirls andattitudes which will serve the student...when he or shelives and works in a developing and changing socialiststate; it must not be aimed at university eãtr"rrc..
Recently he declared that

. ..mâss education must be of a kind as to show that thiscan be done, and to provide the tools with which it canbe done. For exampre, it must lead to literacy (if itdoes not start with that); and it must incorporaie accessto books of different revers, even if it cannot incrudeprovision for more formal teaching. The mass educationshoul-d al-so show people how to Ieãrn from the use of re_sources which are loca1ly availabte, rike a nearby dis_pensary, a good farmer, loca1 school teachers, and soon. For mass...education must be seen as a beginning;a foundation course on which people can build their ownstructures according to their owñ interests and owndesires (IgZ6:13).

FinalIy, Nyerere's mass education goes beyond unlversar prì_-
ma1"y education to include adutt education, because "the United
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Republic of Tanzanía befieves in li
7977:386). "

f elong educat ion (lvlomari 
,

Adult Bducation

rn his 7969 New year's Eve speech to the nation, pres_
ident Nyerere declared ITZO . This
strategic move was designed to generarly further the mobil_
ization function of ESR. rts stated objectives* were:

i) to shake people out of their resignation and toencourage them to learn more_ abour rr"*-trràv cànaffect improvement in their lives;
ii) 

Ti"åå:"tde 
people with the skir.rs to improve thej.r

iii) to-enable everyone to learn the meaning of self-reLiance and sócialism
Fol10wing the presi-dent's speech, the ririnistry of

National Bducation put out the foll0wing elaboration of i.ts
operation goals (Okoko , lg7g:Li-T):

1) To mobi.-ize the rural and_-urban masses and arousethem to conscj_ou.n".. 
"r ujamaä 

"ããîàrt"r;2) To give knowr-edge and skirr-s that will improve theproductivity gt the peopte ,nå 
-frãfp-iai.se 

thelrstandards of Iiving;
3) To eradicate illiteracy;

*These objectives_are reported in severar documents:r.) rhe second b _ vããi-Ër"n (ig6ó_iàî;2) The president's aJurt__Bduòation-yáa" speech in 
'969;

3) The 15th and 16th iÃñu eienniãï cãnru"unce Resolutions(1977 and 1923, respectively) ;-rrã'4) 
Iåirl"tre tr{iniéte;':-oi.rectiíå ãn*wo"Lers Education j.n
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4) To provide fo'10w-up education for those who leaveprimary and secondaiy school and rr.o"io" thosewho settle in v¡amãi" 
"iiiåeu. and 

".,r"u.i areas; and
5) 

3; H:;ioïri::o"rship training in various aspects

The means by which these objectives and aims were tobe implemented were numerous - utilizing the mass media, run-ning courses of all kinds, expanding literacy campai_gns, andgenerally mobilizing any resources the nation may possess.
The emphases in adult education were to be on learning for
change and learni-ng by doing. To this end, one year after
his New year's Eve speech, Nyerere again dedicated 7972 toadult education, stressing the need to extend the nationar_
literacy campaign so that irriteracy wourd be eradicated insix districts (Carthew, irglg :263) .

The scope of Nyerere,s (19T6:L2,L6) view of adult ed_ucation incorporates anything that enlarges men,s understand_
ing and helps them to i-mplement decisions for themselves.
As he exprains, adult education is the key to the deveropment
of free men and free societies.

what clearly emerges from the importance placed on
mass adult education is Nyerere,s ful1 recognition that adulteducation is essential to promoting a wer_1-integrated kind
of devel0pment, as required by the new nationar_ goals and
objectives. rt is the kind of devel0pment that means the
people's participation in the major decisions which affect
their lives. As okoko (1gzg:1g) states: ,,it means ribera_
iion from cor'onial 0r neocol0nial ways of thinking.,,
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Nyerere (!976) himself points out that ignorant

people are susceptible to repression and exploitation, and

he regards the national literacy campaign as a defence strat-
egy against these dangers. ìlass literacy can then fulfirl a

number of associative functions in the development of a se]f-
rel-iant society. The experience of learning to read can, as

Freire points out, transform the ignorant and oppressed

peasant or urban sLum dweller into an agent of social- change.

This emerges from a critical awareness of the conditions of

oppression, critical in the sense that the sources of oppres-

sion are understood and are objects of political and social
praxis.

Indeed, Tanzania is often singled out from many dev-

eloping countries as a country having a welt-formul-ated adult

education policy, a declared commitment to it, and well-de-
signed machinery to implement it:

In Tanzania, adult education is allocated more than
lOTo of the li{inistry of National Education budget,
in addition considerable financial support is given
to many other organizations involved in adult educa-
tion. . . .

The International Symposium on Adult education for
Development, held in Dar¡es-Salaam in 7974 and in 19Z6, noted

that, "for many adult educationists in the worId, Tanzania

does not only exhibit a clear nationat policy regarding

adurt education but she also demonstrates a unique approach

to the subject. " Part of that uniqueness concerns the link
between ESR and Life.
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b)

Liberationist theorists suggest that attempts be made
to relate education to life. The liberationist writers re_
commend that school pïograms and curriculum be centred in the
vilrage communities so that the schoots can provide a per_
manent learning environment. Several sociatist countries in
the world have successfully applied this approach. To list
onJy one as an example, the linking of education with tife
in China is described in these terms

Education must serve polities, must be combined withIrroductive labour, anã must ¡é r"ã nv the partv.These three thingé u"" interrelãi... Education div_orced from productive labour is ùouno to lead, to adegree, to the neglect of poriirã" and of party lead-ership in educatiõn work, lhu"-ãi,ro".irre educationfrom the realities of.our-country and eventually caus-ing right deviationist and doct"ínáir" mistakes(Lu Ting - y in Morrison, 19Z6:262).

''ith 
respect to ESR, efforts at linking schoor_ with

life are a reflection of the country,s socÍalist policies,
which demand the existence of a society where eveïyone con_
tributes to the well-being of all, a society in which there
ought not to be a ga-p between the academic elite and the
illiterate masses, between the mental workers and the manual
workers. Nyerere (196g:273) wants the education system in
Tanzania to incur-cate a sense of commitment to the totar_
community and help the pupils to accept the values appro-
priate to their kind of future, not those appropriate to
their colonial past. What Nyerere means is that the

educational system of Tanzania must emphasize co_operative endeavour not individuar -"d,rän."rãrrt, -ia
must stress concepts of equaliiJ urã the responsi-bilitv to give seivice which goå.ïitr, any special
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ability":'Ald, in particular our education mustcounteract the tempration to irfåriectuar_ arrogance;for this leads to ir,ã-werr-ud;;;;;; oespising thosewhose abilities are non-academic or who have no speciaì_abitities,. but are-¡üst rr"rur-¡ãriå.. . . .rt is, however, ñot only in 
"uiãtio' to social var_uesthat our educationai-Jugaem has a-fast to do. rt mustalso prepare young people fo" ifrã 

"à"t they witl becatred upon tó do"ii-iit: ="ãi"iv].:" _ a rurar_ societywhere improvement wiIl genenã-iå"eåfv upon the effortsof the peopre in agriãurtu"e 
";ã-îi',ri1rage developmenr.

The essential thrust is on functional education,
for schoor-s must become serf-refiant communities engaging
in agricultural and other practical activities (see chapter vfor more information). The all-pervasive attitudes of com_petition and individualism must give way to attitudes of co_operation and service to the community, attitudes which areconsistent with the socialist objectives of

1968:611).
Tanzania (Nyerere,

c)

Nyerere, recognizing the inadequacies in
existing educational_ system, began a new process:

the country

ESR.

ts

clearly, in his view, effective education must grow from the
needs of a society and should be based upon tradition, as
expressed in myths, ethos, creative motif, and systems ofsocial, poJ-iticat and economic organizatÍon. A system of
education which fails to address these factors wilr produce
a society unable to meet its own needs in any substantial
manner (Kurtz, !gZ2 :2Og) .

rn examining the Arusha Declaration, it can be seen
that TJiamaa and ESR represent a comprehensive network of
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policy tools suitable for dismantling the col0nial legacy
and introducing the new system. Education is the central
focus of each of these policy statements, which reflect
every aspect of Tanzanian culture _ history and the impor_
tance placed on cultural identity. As early as LLZS, this
importance had been recognized. Cameron, the Governor of
British Tanzania, had stressed the need to strengthen Tan_
zanian culture:

''e 
must^lot. destroy the.African atmosphere the Africanmind, the whore toúnàation-ãi-triJ'r^"", . . . (Kurtz r9z2:27)
The changes intended to implement ESR and strengthen

Tanzanian cur-tural identity included a further re_evaruation
of the curriculum aspects of schoor experience that were
aimed at eliminating the cor.onial character of Tanzanian ed_
ucation' These included the more intensive use of Kisuahili,
the achievement of virtual self-sufficiency in pre_university
teachers; the removar- of foreign references from schooÌ names;
the rocarization of the syllabus content at all r_ever_s; andthe introduction of political education (okoko , 1,g7g:106).
The job of implementing these changes was placed squarely
with the teachers, in the recognition of the cruciar_ role
teachers play in any education process (Nyerere , 7g7!:23).
To summarize, Nyerere emphasized education 1n the light of
traditional culture and development needs, âs stressed in the
concepts of Ujamaa_ism.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

rn this chapter, Nyerere's views of man and education
were anaryzed and described with regards to research questions
7,2, and 3 0f sub-set rr. The observed phil0sophicar views
of man and education in Nyerere,s ESR are presented in Table 5.

Research question #1 : Nyerere views ,,man,, and his
hard work as the chief naturar resources in social change or
development. rn other terms, Nyerere considers men as the
developers and th" . For man to be
a developer, his consciousness must deverop in the process of
thinking, deciding and acting. rt is the above human refr_ec_
tive characteristics which give man à,,power to use ci_rcum_
stances in order to overcome any feer.ing of inferiority to_
wards others and towards his environment. Deveropment, then,
is a result of man's own consciousness and power oveï himself,
his environment and his society. Through this conscious
man's power and awareness of his manhood., man becomes a cul_
tural, social and free being. Being the devel0per man becomes
at the same time the purpose of development.

Knowing that man is a cultural, sociar and free being,
Nyerere attempts to create an appropriate cuLture for Tanzania:
ujamaa-ism is based on the system of the Af_rican traditions.
The social change that Nyerere wants to bring about in Tanzania
is found in the three principres of ujamaa-ism: human equality,
co-operative sharing and, unity and harmony. These three in-
terdependent principles suggest that man can neither be a
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devefoper nor the purpose of devel0pment without equality,
co-operation and unity.

Research ouestion #2: Nyerere views education as
the means of gÍving substance to the political and socÍal
changes envisaged in ujamaa-ism. Therefore, educati.onal
system must be designed after the kind of society to be built
has been defined. rn ESR, the educational goals attempt to
lmplement a system designed to meet the rJjamaa principles:
equality, respect of human dignity, sharing of the resources
which are produced by the efforts of all the citizens and,
work by everyone and expl0itation by none. rn order to rear_ize
these rJjamaa principles, the ESR,s goals are: (1) the transition
from elitist education to mass education, (2) the linking of
the schoor with life and (g) the strengthening of cur.tural
identity.

rn ESR, the transition from elitist education to mass
education is expected to arter the participants, expectations
in order to enable them to adapt to their position in a soclar_
ist society. rt is not simply primary mass education, but à
mâss education which transmits the minimum learning needs to
all age groups, young and old, male and female.

The rinking of ESR with life is a reflection of the
countryrs sociarist policies, which demand the existence of a
society where everyone contributes to the welr_-being of all
on the basis of equality, sharing and unity. The essential
thrust is functional education, for schools must become serf-
reliant communi-ties engaging in agriculturar and other prac_
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tical activities in a self-reliant and sociallst country.
Together, Nyerere's view of man, as reflected 1n his

ujamaa-ism, and his goars for ESR incrude all aspects of
Tanzanian cul-ture-history. fn this important sense, Nyerere's
ESR exemprifies both the Tanzanian politicaÌ phiJ_osophy and a

view of man consistent with the principles of ujamaa-ism.
Nyerere uses ESR as the primary means to give substance to the
politicar and social changes envisaged. rt is pertinent, now

to examine how ESR has been applied to rural development.

Thus in the next chapter, the author will examine the suc-
cesses and failures of the ESR implementation to Ujamaa villages
or rural development with regards to research question 3 of
sub-set rr. only after this examination, the comparison be-
tween Nyerere's ESR and the liberationist perspective courd
be possible.



CHAPTER V

ESR AND RURAL DEVELOPTIENT:

RESEARCH QUESTION II #3

In order to explore the relationships between Nyerere's

views of man and education and rural- development in Tanzania,

a third research question was derived from the sub-set II and

the research framework developed for this study. This research

question was presented in chapters I and rrr as foLl-ows:

rn reration to his views of man and education, to whatextent has Nyerere applied his ESR's goals to rural dev-
elopment in Tanzania?

rn order to answer the above research question, the author,

first, examines the following sub-questions:

-What vehicle does Nyerere use to implement ESR inorder to reach all the rural masses?

-How does ESR serve to develop Uj ama,a villages?

-How is ESB used to serve both the ilIi-terate and theliterate, the children and the adults in UjaÍnaa-
villages?

-How are the masses within Ujamaa villages involved inthe development of their community?

-How is the school_ curricula integrated with Ujamaa
life?

Ujamaa Villag_es: Vehicles for Implementing ESR

A crucial element in Nyerere's ideology for a self-
reliant ranzania is the appeal to the rural people to form soc-

ialist villages: Ujamaa or development vi]1agês. Nyerere

(]-967:340-1) decided to create ujamaa villages and to bring to-
gether segments of a broadly scattered ruraL population

73
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(confronted with the same ba.sic probrems of ignorance, dis_
ease and poverty). rn this wâv, there would be a more jud_
icious use of educational and health facilities and resources
such as cr-ean water, food, better home and educationaf oppor_
tunities. Nyerere rearized that for many years to come Tan_
zania witl remain a predominantly agricultural economy. Hence,
he argued, emphasi-s on development strategy must be concentra_
ted on self-reliance in the agricultural sector.

The creation of the ujamaa viJ_lages was a srow process
beginning in 7967. By 1ggo, this process of villagization
had been completed, and g,ooo ujamaa vilrages were in existence,
housing at r-east 14 milr-ion of the 18 mirrion Tanzanians
(Banda ' !g7g:76, Nyerere, lggo:11). rn Table rv, the number
of villages created between 7967 and lggo are presented.

Table 6: Number of ujamaa villages between 
'967-7ggo

Date Number of
Vil lages

Total of
populat ion

Total Population ascentage of mainland
per-
tot al

Feb.

Dec.

Dec.

Sept

June

July

7967

1968

7969

. 7970

7977

1980

48

180

650

7,2OO

2,669

8,000

5,000

59,000

300,000

500, 000

940, 00o

14 ,000,000

o.04%

o.5 %

2.5 %

4.2 %

6.3 %

78.O %

Banda, "RuïaI Development in
U jamaa ModeI" . M. A. firãsi"Alberta , TgTB and Nyer."", -',a

Tanzania: The
University of
Time of Struggle"
V, July 1980.

Source:

in Tanzania News e"iiãiii'N".
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As can be seen from Nyerere's (1980:11) own evalua-

tion, some goals and aims of ESR have been, to some extent,

reached.

Tanzania in 1980 is a different place from what it
was in 7975. The process- of viLr.agization has been com-
pleted: with all the problems concerning shortages of
teachers and equipment in our schools, universal pri-
mary education exists. In both matters there is a lot
to improve, but the structures do exist. About 40 per-
cent of our villages have been supplied with clean tap
water; 35 percent of them have a dispensary; and 74
percent of them have their own shop.

Creating Ujamaa villages, âs far as the peasants were

concerned, was a new experience because it required a differ-
ent kind of social and economic organization. In a tradition-
àI, scattered society, social and economi.c organi.zation was

based on the extended family in which kinship rel-ationships

prevailed. Thus, the ESR and socialism policies were not on-

Iy a blueprint for creating cooperative villages; they also

represented an intention to transform the whole rural society

-to "build a nation of such village communities (Nyerere , 7967),"

The creation of these villages was expected to be an education-

al process (Banda: 7978:115; Okoh ; 1980:2). The villages
would be social, political and economic entities self-reliant

and democratically organízed. This organization would facili-

tate the implementation of ESR's goals. If this organízatíon

is operationally respected, it should enable policy and deci-

sion makers to be close to the masses (see the system of

decentralization of the Tanzanian Government, in Banda , 1-978) ,
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The Organization of the l

Johnsons's (rg7g:1g1-4) investigation of the upper
Kitete rJjamaa village helps to describe this secti_on. rn the
upper Kitete ujamaa vilJ-age, three formal organ izations are
concerned with village administration. The first is the ViIl_
age Devel0pment committee (vDC), whose primary focus is theidentification of and resolutÍon of social problems within
the viIlage. This committee is also responsible for main_
taining a high level 0f production and preventing foss of pro_fÍts. poor performance at either lever. will likely mean the
committee wiÌl be voted out at the annual election. This com_mittee is composed of twelve farmers, elected by the villages,with a chairman and vice-chairman. But authority rests withinthe seven committees of the vDC, which is the centrar body.

These seven committees are finance, agricur-ture, d.efense, work,education, health and management. For example, the ltork com_
mittee conducts the day-to-day dlstributron of vir.lager res_ponsibitities. These responsj.bilities are executed under the
supervision of the ten_house eel1 leaders.

The ten_house cell system has the
of political education and work organizat
The cells provide a framework whereby al_l
opportunity to participate in the runnino
affairs of the nation. *

dual responsibility
ion and execution.

the peopl_e have an

of the day-to_day

The cell is generally made up of
munity. The cel_l leader is responsible

ten houses per com_

for maintaining an

* fnformation
zanian students

gathered from a conversation with seven Tan_at the University ot ¡¡aniiàn".
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up-to-date cel' recoïd. on a speciar form designed for that
purpose. The compr.eted f orm is then handed i.n to the Branch
office, which sends it to the District and Regional Offices andthen on to the Nationar- Headquarters ¡Baircia , TgrB:L23,pre-
sents the decentralization of the decision_making structure).
As a resur-t, the party is provided with a very detailed and accur_ate record of 1ts membership throughout the country. In additionto record-keeping, the other more cruciar- aspects of the cerl,srole incr-ude community organization, party discipline and
administration. *1

Arr in arr, vÍltage rife evinces a high degree of indiv_idual and collective discipline. Each morni.ng, all the resi_dents assemble at the village office where the day,s work 1sdistributed and sick persons receive their officiar_ exemption
from duty' A typical day's schedule might assign work as fol-l_ows:
Group A, wheat harvesting in the morning and indlviduar srramba*2
work in the afternoon; Group B, individual shamba work in tire
morning and harvesting in the afternoon; Group c, school con_structing in the morning and preparation of the fields in theafternoon. Each cer-l group assigns tasks daily on an individual
basis. And it is the celr leader who is responsible for movinghis workers to their areas.

The second level 0f formal 0rgan..zatlon of IJjamaa villages
includes a manageriar staff, which consists of an agricuftural
management expert and an assistant trainee.
=:--------;ï".åi"3'ii'i;: f,ålÏ:í:îrJ'lî ftJîi;;;sation with seven ranzanian
*r.

shamba is a small field, 
. 
plantation, farm or estate on whicheach family coul_d 

"ui."ã-"utsistence cïops.
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Ministries of Agriculture) Rural,
Health also have field extensi_on

age.

, Education and

each Ujamaa vill_

Development

workers in

The thlrd formal 0rganizational levef is composed of
three technical sub-committees, whose members aïe appointed
by the manager* in consultation with the central committee.
The manager consur-ts with these sub-commlttees on problems
relating to technical programming, projects and all0catlons.

The formal political and social 0rganization of
ujamaa vilrages is a ïesponse to sociafist policy and as suchfacilitates the implementation of EsR,s objectives. rts aimis to involve the masses in decision-making and the execution
of these decisions for devel0ping their village communities.
The success of this organ ization wir_l be discussed in the next
major section.

In outlining ESR policy
the education system in Tanzania
national objectives and support
are two groups to be educated in

Nyerere (196Z) indicated that
must be "structured to fit

social_ ethics. " Thus, there
the process of achievj_ng ESR,

* The manaseï is a person trained by lhu village settrementDivision via the c"ðpã"ati,re. sociðiv"åno Rural DevelopmentAgency, and is assigned to the viriäg"--à""ording to the skirlshe possesses and thõ pu"ii"urr" 
"ãão3"oi the community. He isgenerally colJ-ege-trained, and speaks ¡neri.sh, Kisuahili andthe locar vernaðu'ar. Àii **rragers have had agriculturartraining and exper,-ence (iorrnsoã , lgiõ',àzø). Two of the Tan_zanian students-present ài-tr,u u"i"ã"Ãiiy or Manitoba wereujamaa vilrage managers on sabbaticai-iãarre for one year.
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immediate and l0ng-range objectives. These two groups areadults and children (Johnson , j,g1g:1BZ). The informationobtained from various documents indicates that the most immed_iate need in tJjamaa villages is
.,.a fuLl understanding of the prior ujamaa rivinã-(;. å. ,. under;.ã;;T;å"1;: 3åirlî"r"ethÍcs "i lhr nãtìãnl rnu mpãrtäice or muruar_ res-pect, nT?l eq:a1i;;l 

. "orr.rnãr sÀärrne ano democrat j.cg;overnme.,t 
) . tne oäéi.s 

"t-'rÀ ãïîo"a must be under_¡;31fi#-"i,',Tïíï:"ï;ãii iå'iii"îT'!o.,"ut ion : :. 
*.,

rn order to gain the fulÌest benefit from the TJjamaasystem, the members of Ujamaa villages need to understandtheir rights and obligations. For this reason, educatl0n be-comes as Freire (1gZO:15) pointed out, ,,the means by which menand women deal critically and creatively with reality and dis_cover how to participate in the transformation of their world.,,Devel0pment of a colr-ective mind is, therefore, among the ma_jor purp.oses of education in the tJjanaa villages.
a) Adult Education

There are various means by which aduÌt education isconducted in rJjamaa villages (some have been described pre_viously in the Ujamaa organizatlon).
1) Each sub_committee of the VDC

some cases, twice weekly, and attempts to
rel_ated to work, health and economics.

2) A ten-house cell system exists through which poJ-1_tical education is conducted. This is a fundamental 0rganiza_tion of the v1l'age and appears to be the binding community

meets once, or, in
solve the probl-ems
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force. These cell
Although problems

strong emphasis is
idealogies.

groups meet a minimum of once each week.
existing among cell members are discussed,
placed on the tJjamaa and Self_Reliance

3) The overall village experience is, in some ways,
akin to on-the-job training in an education center. personner.
skilled in various capacities, fundi*1, are brought into the
villages to train the inhabitants. During his study of the
upper Kitete village, Johnson (7g7g:1go) observed that:

villagers were sometimes sent er-sewhere to devel0p *Dspecific ski1Is. During his 
"iãit to upper Kitete,-the village had only recently hired a mechanic to trainsome of the people in traetor unã-ro""y ;;p;;;.. Amongthe virragers, i' addition to ii." rri".d mechani.cs, werethree carpenters ' " r""orr, a horticulturist, six dri-vers ,a plumber, a brickmaker and a dairyman. Each fundi had

;i: :;ìTonsibirity ;i-;.;;;iäe*Säåäonu in the ,,irr,eu

4) rn addition to the internar- deveropment processes,
there is a regional planning committee that provides techni_
car assistance to the village in agricultural devel0pment and
medical aid. Johnson (IgZg:1g0) also noted:

The regional committee attempted to meet with the vill_asers on a regurar basi_s. .wLen sfãciar k;;;i.ã;à *r"required in a parti-cular situation, experts from out_side were requested to render such knowledge or service.
Furthermore, several 0ther components of Tanzani_a,s adult

education strategy do exist (Carthew , i 9ZB:67),

*1 fundi is a person skilred 1n certain technical capacities,i . e. , carpentry, mechanic, sawing etc.
*2

Johnson (Lgrg) has indlcated that ther.e are possibly twoor three werf-mechanized vilrages rite -uppu" 
Kitete in Tan_zania, but this.vilì"age aireaay existãd before the u.i amaa

ffï:å' 
The majority"or tir. tJiamaa villages are poorly mech-
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Rural Training Centries : A network of over thirty_
throughout the countryside.
the dissemination of knowledge

They transmit ideology and

technical skill_s to village

: The Co_operative Education
centre provides correspondence courses, radì-o programs, and
courses and seminars for people such as co_operative education
secretaries who work in the co_operative movement. The Co_
operative Movement also runs the co-operative college at Moshi
which provides residentiar and correspondence courses for co_
operative Movement members and committee_men.

: the Ministry of Agriculture
and co-operatives is responsible for the upgrading of farmers,
skills and knowledge. However, the ratio of extension officers
to farmers is row, making the task of agriculturar education
difficult.

These are only a few of the adult education activities
through which ESR is implemented in Tanzania. They demonstrate
the manner of co-operation in a collective rearning strategy
that is, in many ways, a departure from the educationar_ norm.
rn what way can this cr.aim be substantiated, si_nce adult educa_
tion is a common educational activity all over the worrd? The
answer to this lies in the design of adult education in Tanzania
which operates against the formation of an educational ,status
quo' that supports class formations that actively subvert the

five of these centres operate
They are mainly concerned with
and information about Ujamaa.

teach agricultural- and rural
leaders.
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processes of self-reliance and the transition to socialism.
rn other words, adult education in Tanzania is designed to
encourage the learnÍng of uj amaa ideol0gies and to stimulate
agriculturaf production for both nationaf and rural devel0p_
ment.

Vi 1 I ases
In spite of the existence of

tion (Nyerere, 19gO:11) in Tanzania,
school and higher education is still
formance and behavior.

In 1976, for example, there were I,956,32O pupils in
primary schools; 67,859 at the second level of education (in_
cluding general, Teacher-training and others) and g,064
students enrolled in higher education.o

The Ìanguage of instruction in Tanzania is Kiswahiri,
with Engrish as the second language. But English is highry
revered among the villagers (Johnson, lg|g:19J-). As for the
question of the language of instruction, the for_10wing quo_
tation is useful:

As a result. of the pervasive influence of the o1dcoloniar ethic and lne educatiõ;;i-;vstem that in_culcated i!: there is, even in the u¡urnr" vitlagesstrong pressure to teách E;g'i;"h.- ir ungri.stì istaught , àÍt assoclation is .õt"¡ii"håa betweeneducation and its use in social staius and there-fore education is seen as a tool for individual_betterment, quite irrespective of the needs ofthe community (Lewin, -iþos,iai. -- v¡¡\

universal primary educa_

entrance into secondary

based on academic per_

rnforrnation taken from unesco statistics Report , 7977.
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.) Linkihg S,.tt"r'

some of the important eonsiderations rerevant to the
theme of this section are, first, the need to change school
terms and schoor timetables in order to make ful1 use of the
agricultural year/seasons for rural devel0pment; secondly,
the need to change the designation of schools from ,primary,
to 'basic'* in order to change the expectations of parents
and pupils alike , and thirdly, the integration of the schools/
colleges with the community (MmatJ,, L|ZT:BS1_B).

rn more explicit terms, Nyerere,s implementation of
ESR suggests diverse policies, such as:

1) raising the age of entry from 5 years to 7 0r g

years so that primary school leavers would be old enough to
productively enter farming or complete their education;

2) integratlng schools and farms in such a way that
children can learn modern agricultural practi.ces and become
aware of the fact that their living standard, and that of the
nation as a whole, depends upon agrj.culture, since ,,Tanzania
will continue to have a predominantly rural economy for a r_ong
time to come ( Nyerere, 196g :51),, ;

)*
The recommendation was formed in Kisuahili using the phraseschule ya Msingi, meaning the foundation schoor or more gener_al1v, the'basiõ échooI.i" coinã ü-;-iii*""v school impliedpreparation for secondary and Iertiar|-ievels of education.

ïl::::: g?ilg to a'basiä' or 'roundaîion schoo' implied re_celvlng necessary skiIls for life in the community. Lately,ì4mari pointed out that this resolution did not achieve itsintended goal since parents. and pupils were too intelligentto be i-nfluenced by change in nañe-,--rnäi" rising expectationsdemanded progress up the-ladder 
"ó trr"Il even if-eacir cycle pre_pared them for work, there were bettár prospects for betterremuneration the higher up one went (r{mãri , lgrr,ããil'
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3) restïucturing the school_year cal-endar so
students can help their fellow villagers at times of
labour demand.

that

peak

4) lessening the refiance on formal examination as a
means of evaluating student performance;

5) generalry restructuring the curricur_um, emphas ..zing
subjects more directly relevant to problems of rurar. devel0p_
ment (Mmari , I7TZ:3g1).

Diagramatically, the implementation of ESR as it exists
today in Tanzania is shown in figure 3.

rn this diagram, it shourd be noted that, sinci ..96z ,children enter primary schoor- at the age of 7 0r g as a ïes_
ponse to the ESR policy. The rationale in Nyerere,s mind, is
that, after primary schoor-, the leaver wilr_ be ord enough to
help with work in the virlage farm, carpentry shop, etcetera.
while in school, the child participates in all sorts of activ_
ities related to school and work.

At the end of seven years of primary education, for
example, at the age of 14, a chi.ld has these choices*:
to work, to folrow a 10ng vocationar training programme; or to
go to a secondary school. Each of these routes offers an op-
portunity to return to school but in different ways.

students who comprete the first cycle of secondary
education are 1g years of age. They can proeeed to a special

*
These choices depend on whether the chird has been selectedto further his/her 

"t"ãiã" or not . Thus, it is rrarã--to agree:iiå.:i::. choíces ""ã-i"ã.rv o, åu*åäiãt:.urly made by the
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vocational-training institutlon; to a secondary schoor_ for
another two years; to the professional tralning institution
or they càn go directly into the work force.

At the end of the second cycle of secondary ed.ucation,
a student is about 20 years o1d, and he must now work for
three years, one of which is spent in the national service,
before proceeding to university.

rn summary, this section has shown how Nyerere has
attempted to co-ordinate ESR and rurar deveropment in order
to translate the nati-on's political and educationar philosophy
into reality' rn the next section, several studies evaluating
EsR and rural development in Tanzania wirr be discussed to
show how Nyerere's implementation of ESR has failed.

FAILURES OF ESR IN RURAL DEVELOPTIENT

a) Ujamaa Villages

Several authors have put forward different reasons
for the failure of ESR to ujamaa villages or rurar devel0p_
ment. Among the recurring reasons on the successes and fail_
ures of ESR's implementation are the following.

Motivation was probably the most central problem in
the creatlon of ujamaa vi11ages. previously, the author point_
ed out that the type of high fevel interaction and exchange
of experience that goes on in the ujamaa villages, was expec_
ted to be educationar-. Accordingly, the manner in which, for
example, âr ujamaa village was to be initiated was extremery
important. Nyerere, who stresses man,s freedom as an essen_
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tiar part of his wer-r-being, must have also recogn ..zed oï
should have recognized the importance of man,s motivation in
relation to devel_opment, co_operation, and harmony. Thls
means that in a situation where peasants were expected to
democraticarry live and work together, it implied that such
people understood reasonably weJ.l the rJjamaa ideol0gy, and the
policies upon which it wâs based. Nyerere had categorically
stated that 'no force'was to be used, neither were any rer_uc_
tant individuals to be goaded into joining ujamaa villages.
rn her assessment of "segera: A village started with Force,,
Michaela Von Freynold, (IgTg:72O) remarked
that:

The opinion of the staff on the use of force differed.TANU and Maenderes staff 
""su;ã.ä"irr. ,r"u of force asregrettabr-e since one could not mate people understandthe purpose of TJiamaa that *uv 

-n""' 
commit them to it.The various executi-ve oI{i."tå, -Àå*"rru", 

argued thatwithout force there would not úu;; been an Ujamaavillage at Segera.

Although, the TANU leaders have succeeded to create
some villages using force, but some comparative studies of
ujamaa vil-1ages indicate that those virlages which were vor_
untarily created became prosperous in terms of steady growth
toward sociafism and serf-reliance. A concrete exampre of
prosperous village is the upper Kitete village descrÍbed by
Johnson (7gzg) . rn contrast, where voluntary means were not
used, there was extreme difficulty in promoting co_operation.
As Cliffe (IgT5:ST5) comments:

After nearly four years the -vi1lages remain dependenton government assistance and have"made ritire-ñiäg."."towards social or economic viaüiiiîi.
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rn 
", Nyerere stressed that

the vilragers had the finar decision-making power in matters
that affected their vilfages. rn theory, it was up to the
vil-lagers to ask for whatever assistance and advice they con_
sidered useful. rn practice, however, the government officials
offered to the villagers whatever they and the agronomic ex_
perts considered to be useful and feasible, and the ujamaa
villagers generally endorsed such proposals, as their own,
thinking that any assistance was better than none and wanting
to remain on good terms with the donors. According to Frey_
hold ( tgZg:!2O):

The disparity between officiar_ ideology and practicewas echoed by the administ""iã""-Jhemsetves who wouldsav that arr- planning and demanã i;" aid had to comefrom the peasants thðmselves and ihen add within afew minut-es th?t the peasants were incapabì-e of plan-ning and needed someone to make the choices for them.
rn addition to the above observation, another aspect

of fair-ure occurred. through the ujamaa village,s soeio_polit_
ical organization. At the meetings through which educational
strategy is carried out, the political leaders attempted to
convince the peasants of the benefits of living and working
together by merely repeating what the president said or what
was written in the books on ujamaa and self_reliance policies.
using the riberationist terms, one can say that the coronial
or banking type of communication between the peasants and the
politicar r-eaders was clearry evident. This situation lmplies
that ' peasants are ignorant about the things the leaders talk
about and must listen in sirence and passivery absorb what
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comes from the leaders or experts

self points out:

As Nyerere (79TI:6) him-

The truth is that despite our official policies anddespite our democratic institutions, some leaders stitldo not listen to the people. They find it much easierto teIl people what to do. Meetings are too often mono_logues, without much, if à\y, time being devoted todiscussion; even then the speech is usuál_ly an exhortationto work hard rather than an explanation of how to do thingsbetter.

The deadlock arising from the conflict between Nyererels
ideology of the socialist villages and the actual practice,
has made Tanzania's drive towards socialism something of an

utopian dream. New imaginative insight is required to reverse
the prevaiting bleak situation.

b) Ujam,aa VJllage Schools

rt has been argued by some observers of the Tanzanian
educational scene that despite "al1 the organizational_ changes

and reorientation of curriculum in the wake of ESR, that in
practice, education in Tanzania is stilr eritist and bour_
geois in its phitosophy" * lOkoko, ir}TB:irO7), The primary
school leavers a.re in a cl-ass of their orvn; so are the

*
By way of elaboration, Ndonde (rgr6:22) further contendsthat the elitist education of the ianzanian ed.ucators, their

iob training and their bourgeois notions about their role indeveloping the 'traditionall peasant, furthers the inherentcontempt and mistrust for the same peasants. Their many yearsof Tanzanians vi-s-a-vis the peasants is analogous to that ofthe exploiter and the exptoited, the oppressor and the oppressed.Given such social relations, he argues ihr.t, it is difficul-tfor educators to use educational- mõthods which will arouse thepeople's awareness and enable them to unleash their potentialereativeness which is a pre-requisite for self-reliant develop-ment. Emil-e c. Ndonde, "Educational }iethods for self-ReliantDevelopment," Majiji, No. ZE (January, J.9Z6),22.
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secondary and technical school graduates, the university
graduates, and other professionafs. of couïse, the iltiterate
farm peasantry form a class at the bottom of the line. Each
of these crasses commands a different 1evel of pubric esteem
and prestige in the community. Those with more education
are herd in higher esteem (okoh, 19go:rg2). rn an article
on "Tanzanian political Leadership", p. J. McGowan (Lgzi-:1g0)
has observed that:

under normar- conditions, educational achievement isrelated to prestige or status....There are major diff-icultÍes in attempting to separate the status oï pres-tige associatea wittl eitrrer io"rui education or occupa_tion. . . .Th.is is_especi.arry true ;i post-coroniar_ soc-ieties....I{e berieve that-"u"",rriment in Tanzania witlcontinue to favor education or occupational prestige.
Apart from bestowing prestige or status, education in

Tanzania is stil1 very much tied to a salary structure (Feld_
man, 7975). Hence differ.ences in monetary reward.s have re_
surted in differences 1n life styles and standard of riving.
For example, Nyerere (Mbirinyi, Lgz4:rrg) argued that the
ujamaa young farmer did not require the same number of years
of schooling as a doctor wouId. This approach, however, tends
to make even worse the problem of the underlying mechanisms
which are responsible for inequarities in income distribution.
The major problem in educationar practice as Nyerere himserf
had acknowledged, was how to prevent the system which wil_l
continue to offer places to less than all the school age
chil-dren in the country from perpetuating an elite society
in which the rewards go to those rvho have been fortunate
enough and academi carry clever enough to go through primary
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school and secondary school (Nyerere , 196T:54_6),

In practice there continues to be inequality in access

to education in Tanzania, According to Joel smoff (rgzg:47):
At least since the beginning of this century, access toeducation has been the proxlmate determinant of cl_ass diff_erentiation in Tanzania and, in much of Africa. Despiteseveral- initiatives to overcome this legacy of Europeanrule, perhaps more sharply focused in Tãnzania than inmany other African countries, education and cl_ass situa_tion continue to be firmly linked.

M' Mbilinyi (7976:130) agrees with the above opinion in stress-
ing that "access to the schooling system has not been equal in
Tanzanía at any level. The children of the educated stratum
continue to have overwhelming advantages over the poor and

the peasants (Mbilinyi , tgr6; L974:5-28). The system of set__

ection for higher education entries is in confrict with the
egalitarianism embodied in the spi-rit of ESR. selecting only
a few (most of them coming from parents of the higher sES )

for higher education suggest elitism. Nyerere's doctrine
that eharacter, cooperativeness and a desire to serve are as

relevant to a person's ability to benefit from society as his
academic degrees, is sl-ow to take root ín Tanzania. This is
all- the more so on account of the continuing use of monetary
reward as a major return for people's servi-ces. perhaps the
greatest challenge facing TJjamaa and Nyerere's egatit arian
dream, is the awareness by many Tanzanian children and their
parents of the disparity in rewards between those working in
the land and those who have paid jobs. (okoh, lgBO:rg4).
There will always remain the tension between the al_locative
and the egalitarian functions of education, so long as the
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average Tanzanian parent beJieves that academic excellence

marks out his child as deserving of a privileged status in

society. Despite Nyerele's (I{bilinyi 1976) efforts "to alter

the colonial definition of schooling shared by rich and poor

workers and petty bourgeoisie'the definition necessarily per-

sists. " In an opinion survey on the attitude of 1400 respon-

dants (pupiIs, teachers, parents, politicians and educational

administrators) about ESR, Lema (\972:27) concluded:

Still in the minds of most teachers, pupils, and parents,
education is interpreted simply as an academic book
learning. The importance of practical education in skills
such as handicrafts, and of social education in human
relations, patterns of behaviour, and other attitudes of
life, is ignored. Success in academic education has been
accepted and is projected as the highest goal a young
person should strive for. . . . It is no wonder then that
al-most everyone has come to regard academic studies as
the most valuable prize in life..worth almost any sacri-
fice --while manuaf work is despised as an activity fit
only for the illiterate and the school failure.

Indeed, the influx of children to towns from rural areas in

search of the higher paying white-collar jobs, for example,

bears witness to this prevailing conceptualization of educa-

tion. It is understandable, then, that the parents who hold

this valuation of education have been reported to be unhappy with

sel-f -rel-iant activities at school. The irrelevance of these

aetivities has been j.nvestigated by many researchers (Besha,

!973: Lema, et àI, 7977, Carthew, !978) with respect to rural

development. Among other things, these researchers found that:

(1) In most cases, the self-reliance activities
are undertaken mechanically. There is little
attempt to teach the pupils the skills (even
the most elementary) required in carrying them
out. In other words, self-reliance activities--
are divorced from academics r soltì€ call it theory
work or classroom work (Besha, 1'973:5-27)
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(2) In terrns of the economic rationale of the ESR
between 7g7O and LgT5, the schools \.vere recov_
ering only 3% of their recurrent expenditure
instead of the target 25% of the current expen_diture. This was attributed . . . to teachers
lack of knowledge in implementation and com*
mitment (Lema, et â1., lgTT).

(3) It was found that students' partlcipation in
school adminístration was generally satisfac_
tory, but not in the planning of the self_
reliant activities (Lema, et aI. I7TT).

The above findings reveal- the reasons why most par-
ents have been criticar of the ESR policy. They believe
that the cause of their chil-dren's weakness in academic educa-
tion is due to excessive work on the school qh¿Lmba (farm)

or on sel_f-rel_iant projects.

our children don't study how to read and write nowadays.They only go to work on schoor farm. The farming busi-ness has become more important than writing and ieading.After seven years*of primary schooL, childien can't evenwrite their names.

Appending ESR activities
ly, misgulded. Nyerere (Carthew,

ence to this point:

to the curricula is, ultimate-
7978:262) has said in refer-

A schoof should not become either a factory or a shamba ¡But working in a school factory or shamba êfiould Eêconrea normal part of the process of rearning and living.This 1s what we have not yet grasped.

rn summary, it is very significant and reveallng that
the old attitudes which venerate academic education as a sym-

bol- of wealth and status are still herd by a rarge number of
school teachers and parents. Most of the studíes evaluating
ESR implementation concluded that the basic problem of imple-
mentation stemmed from misunderstanding about the fundamental,

underlying principle of ESR. The overalt resul-t of this

This was à
(L977: B3-5 )

parent's answer to one of the questions in Lema'sstudy.
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problem 1s that self-reliance activities do not ful-fill the
more basic purpose of the policy, which is to help the stu_
dents learn and practice attitudes and skills which wil] be

of use both to them and to society in the future.
From the above discussion, it c,,n be suggested that

the successful implementation of ESR to rural- development will
depend to a considerable degree on the successful reorÍenta-
tion of ranzanian adul-ts (including both teachers and ujamaa
village leaders). Muingira (1969) has suggestec,tnat teachers
in Tanzania must be reoriented to understand that ESR is not
simply a return to schoor farming, âs often practised in the
colonial era. Nyerere recognized that not all- teachers have
had retraining and re-orientation, nor have all the essential_
curricular changes been made. consequently, ten years after
the Arusha Declaration, Nyerere (rgzr:z) declared:

Tanzania is certainly neither sociali-st, nor self-reliant. . .Our democracy is imperfect. A life ofpoverty is still the experienðe of the majorityof citizens. Too many of our people stirr sufterfrom the indignities of preventivè disease andignorance.

CHAPTER SUMIUARY

The purpose of this chapter was to answer the research
question 3 of sub-set rr. rn the Table z, the observed
operational successes and failures of ESR implementation to
rural development are presented.

rn order to apply his educational goals to rural develop_
ment, Nyerere decided to create ujamaa villages to bring
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together segments of a broadly scattered rurar population. rn
this wây, there would be a more judicious use of educational
and hearth facilities and resources such as cfean water, food,
better home and educational opportunities. Actually, about
40 percent of those virlages have clean tap water; 3b percent
have a dispensary, 74 percent of them have their own shop and

universal primary education exists (Nyerere, lggo:11).
The formal- politicar and social_ organization of the

ujamaa villages aimed to involve the masses in decisÍon-mak-
ing in order to facilitate the execution of the ESR's goa1s.

rn addition to this organization, education (both non-formal
and formal) was stressed for both the young and the adult in
Ujamaa vi1lages. Some of the important considerations rele-
vant to the linkage between the school and uj amàa life were:
the need to change schoor terms and schoor timetables in or-
der to make fulI use of the agricultural year/seasons for
ujamaa development; raÍsing the age of school entry from S

years to 7 or 8 years; and the integration of the schools/
colleges with the Uj ama,a life.

However, in discussing ESR's implementation to rural-
development and its fai]ures, the findings of various investi-
gators revealed that in practice, Nyerere's theory of ESR with
respect to its views of man and education, thus, suffers
from a measure of inconsistency. First, those ujamaa villages
created without using voluntary means sti11 have extreme diff_
iculty in promoting co-operation. secondry, government

officials still considering the TJjamaa villagers â.s incapable
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Presentation of the observed operatlonal successes aud

failures related to the educational strategies of

Nyerere's lmplementation ó1 ESR goals to
rural development.

Strategies Successeg Failures

Vehicle for
inplementing

ESR

Mass educa-
tion vs elit-
isS educetion

-Creatlon of cooperative
vlllages to bring togeth-
er segnents of scattered
rural population

-Use of Suahili as a nat-
lonal language

-Strong empbasis on adult
education through various
me&ns.

-Universal- prlmary educa-
tlon for children

-Lack of mass under-
standing and motiva-
tion ln the creation
of Ujamaa villages.

-Use of force to
create Ujamaa
villages.

-Education st1ll el1t-
lsL and bourgeois-
related to prestlge
and status and tled
to salary structure

-Inequality in access
to secoudary and hlgh-
er education: the
children of the educa-
ted stratum continue
to have overwhelming
advantages over the
poor and tbe peasants.

-Govern¡oent of f lcials
still consider the
peasants as incapable
of planniug and desision-
making. Tbey stlll
rnake choices for them.
Tbey still use the
banking type of com-
munication.with the
peasants.

-Lack of students'
participation in the
planning of the self-
reliant activitles

-Teachersr lack of
knowledge in im-
plementation and
com¡nitment to ESR
goals.

-education still inter-
preted as an academic
book learning versus
a prectical education.

Mass involve- -Through formal social and/
ment in Ujamaa political organizatlon of
development Ujamaa vlllage admlnistra-

tion.

ment.
-Ralslng the age of
prinary school en-
trance.

-Restructurlng of
the curriculum.

-Change the designa-
tion of schools from
prlnary to basfc.

Integrätion of -Integratlon of the -The irrelevance of
School curricula schools/colleges tbe self-reliant
with Ujanaa life. with tbe cornmunity activities (mechan-

-Change of school lcally taken) in
tefns and timetable schools don't ful-
to suit the agricul- f111 the more basic
tural year/seasous purpose of the ESR
for rural develop- policy.
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of planning and making choices for themselves. For this
reason, the banking type of communication between the peasants

and the political- leaders still is evident.
Thirdly, it has been argued by some observers that

despite all the organizationar changes and reorientation of
curriculum, that in practice, education in Tanzania is still
elitist and bourgeois in its practice. Those with more educa-
tion are held in higher esteem. Edueation is still_ also tied
to a salary structure. Hence, differences in monetary reward.s

have resulted in differences in life styles and standard of
living.

Fourthly, there continues to be inequality in access

to education in Tanzania. The chil-dren of the educated stra-
tum continue to have overwhelming advantages over the poor
and the peasants. Despite Nyerere's efforts to arter the
colonia] definition of schooling shared by rich and poor wor-
kers and petty bourgeoisi-e, the definition necessarily per-
sists. consequently, many parents are unhappy with ser-f-
reliant activities at school.

From the above observations, it can be suggested that
the successful- implementation of ESR to ujamaa virlages will
depend to a considerabre degree on the successfuL reorienta-
tion of ranzanian adults (including teachers and ujamaa vilr-
age l-eaders). Additionally, new imaginative insight is re-
quired to reverse the prevailing bleak situation. As cam-

eron and Ðodd (7976:228) pointed out, the battle is not oniy
a social and poritical one but also a psychological one.
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That is, the enemy of ESR's implementation is not merely a

lack of enthusiasm, of which there is an abundance but , àct-
ually, the misinterpretation by local or regional implementers
of what ESR does in fact entail. The deadlock arising from
the conflict between Nyerere's theory of ESR and the actual_

practice, has made Tanzania's drive towards self-reliance
something of an utopian dream.

The major problem of this study as represented by the
schematic in figure 1 and the research questions #L and 2

of sub-set rrr required the comparison of Nyerere,s ESR with
the liberation perspective, both theoretically and operation_
ally. This probrem will be addressed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER VI

COMPARISON BETWEBN THB LIBERATTONIST PERSPECTIVE

AND ESR:

Answer to Major Research euestion.

The two research questions of sub-set rrr (see chapters

r and rrr) were formulated to specify more clearly the major

research question of this study. These two research ques-

tions are:

2.

Theoretically, to
man and education
perspect ive?

Operationally, to
been implemented
perspect ive?

what degree Nyerere's views of
conform to the liberationist

what degree has Nyerere's ESR
according to the liberationist

In this chapter, the author

search questions in order to
tion of the study.

presents the answer to these re-
answer the major research ques-

Research Question III
On Views of Man

rn the liberationist perspective, the observed assump-

tions about man emerged from the contrast between what is a

man and what is an animal-. Accordingly, four most pertinent
characteristics were used to describe man,s real nature:
(1) man as à conscious, unfinished animaL, (2) man as a con-

scious and change agent, (3) man as a free being and (4) man

as a culturar being. llhile, the l-iberationist view of man is
termed in more abstract expressions, that of Nyerere is more

concrete. Nyerere portrays man âs the purpose of developrnent

#t

9B
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as well as the developer. By saying this, Nyerere is advo-
cating that man's wel-1 being and man's hard work are the
chief natural resources in social_ change. For this reason,
Nyerere sees hard work as the key to self-reliant ideology of
Uj amaa.

The words 'hard work' in Nyerere's BSR refer to the
Iiberationist concept of 'praxis'. The concept implies that
man is not only capabre of giving meaning and constructing
social- real-ity but also through deepened understanding, he is
also capabre of transforming the created reality. He does this,
because of his consciousness of his historicar roots and his
awareness of the possibilities open to him. As a conscious
being and a change agent, man interacts with the worl_d. He

apprehends and transforms it through an intell-ectual effort
and through praxis. rn this critical transformation of the
world and its biased reality, the goal of sociar change is
the 'humanization' of the world. Nyerere calls this human_
j-zation, man's well-being.

Towards the act of humanization and man's well_being,
the two views emphasi-ze reflection and action as major ex-
pressions of man's consci-ousness oï awareness of his authentic
nature. Nyerere recognizes that reflection and action come

from the process of thinking, deciding and acting. The rad-
icalism between Nyerere's view of man and his educational
philosophy which ties together this reflection action pro_
cess is more fu1ly appreciated in what the liberationist
writers, such as Freire (rgro) called "humani_sm of man,, ,
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which is a desire to gain gteater conscious control over one's
environment . Accordingly, Rogers ( 1965:4Bg) , for example,

wrote that self-actualízation means movement in the direction
of greater independence or self-responsibility. . . in the dir-
ection of increasing self-government, self-regulati-on, and

autonomy, and away from heteronymous control, or contror by

external forces. similarly, Fanon (1963:255) also stated
that because man is a conscious cultural being, he must also
be capable of changing reality to make it suit his nature
instead of imitating blindly what others have invented.
Nyerere's desire to create ESR based on the ujamaa-ism
(African socialism) rather than on coloniar system of educa-
tion and politics is the application of the riberationist
view. rn this sense, Nyerere combined the traditional ran-
zanian principles of ujamaa: equality, unity and co-op-
erative sharing with the liberationist desire for serf-
reliant ideology.

Finally, both perspecti_ves agree that the ful1 under_
standing of man's nature cannot be arrived at without taking
into account his structured consciousness. As abstract as

this argument might appear, the tiberationist perspective and

Nyerere's ESR attempt to emphasize man's consciousness because

it is this consciousness that guides man to give meaning to
his 1ife. This suggests that, since every man is a conscious
being, every human being must be involved in the process of
transforming his world. Thus, the two perspectives agree on

their vlews of man's real nature.
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On Views of Education

In both the liberationist perspective and Nyerere's

ESR, education is believed to be a helpful instrument of a

'problematic realityr--it raises man's consciousness and helps

man to liberate himself from misery, oppression and ignorance.

This educational approach not only points at the changing

character of man's world, but also acknowledges man's social ,

historicar, curtural and political dimensions in the social
change or development process (Carnoy , 1gZ4:866; Dione, IgTg:

60; Weinstein, L979:34) .

With respect to its aims for social change, the liber-
ationist perspective suggests three major goals of the new

educational system. These goals are: (1) the transition from

elitist education to mass education, (2) the linking of the

school with life, and (3) the strengthening of cultural iden-

tity. In Nyerere's ESR, these goals related to the new poli-
tlcar philosophy of ujamaa. only by fofl-owing the liberation-
ist goals of education could Nyerere achieve the three uj amaa-

principles of equality, co-operative sharing and unity. Ny-

erere's desire to imitate the liberationist educational- goals

was based on his need to create an "egalitarian" nation.
When referring to this question of an egalitarian society,
some liberationist writers suggested that:

The new education should instead be designed to create
or reinforce a lnonhierarchical' society, in which pro-
perty will not have rights over people, and in which,
ideally, ro person will have the rights of domination
over another'. This would not be an "egalitarian" soc-
iety in the sense that everyone is the same: people
would have different work, but that work would not
give them authority over the lives of others. Work
would be done for each other, out of common agreement
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and understanding (Carnoy , LTT :866).
rn discussing the importance of education in an egalitarian
society, Nyerere (L974:4,6) holds that egalitarian attitudes
of mind are condusive to the educationar purpose because

...a r-iberated man wilr work with others to defeatthese evits, and wirl again use whateveï resources
,1"uf at] hand. These resources may be his ownKnowledge, the knowledge of others, the land, thewater, or simply his own sweat....For man is a social animal. A man in isorationcan be neither fiberated nor educated... .

For this reason, the first r-iberationist goal of edueation
became important in Nyerere's ESR: educating the masses by
bringlng them together in Ujamaa vi1lages.

rn Tanzania, the colonial system of education whlch was
based on serective approach tended to perpetuate the erite
mass gap. The success of ESR could be possible only after
the "sel-ective approach" had been replaced by the ',mass ap-
proach". rn the liberationist perspective, education of the
mass promotes equality of opportunity f or all_. * The ,,mass

approach" enables the students to discover by studying to_
gether that their differences are r_ess consequentiat than
their conmon membership in society (Abernathy and coombe,
1965:287-3o2). Especially, because it provides its students
with a conÌmon language, common skilrs, common attitudes, and

rt may be argued that equar access to education does notguarantee equalit¡2. of oppoftunity sincã the scrrooi system isnot a neutral- instituti.òn ¡ut as peters has pointed out,,anequaritarian is not necessarily committed to any factualassertions about men but only io trrã-ãui.rmination to treatpeople the same..." see Ethiãs and ¡ouã"ti.on chapter rv.
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therefore a common sense of nationar identity. Briefly, Brem-

Beck (L966:233) has suggested that "education for alt is more

than a democratic aspiration. "

The liberationist perspective advocates that Ín order
for the education of the mass to be meaningful, learning has

to be tied to the life process of the individual. rn ESR,

Nyerere attempted to make both rearning and work (manual and

intellectual) compulsory elements in Tanzanian education. The

nature of work involved in ESR includes all agriculturaf and

voca-tional activities which are essential to the soci_o-

economic development of ranzanj-a. within this framework,

learning becomes a source of self-reliance and a tool_ for
soclal change. The similarity between Nyerere's ESR and the
liberationist perspective is that the latter observes that
people are dehumanÍzed because they lack a fuII awareness of
their life activity. However, through ESR, Nyerere wanted

Tanzanian people to become aware of their life activity.
This life activity is signified through agriculturar develop-
ment.

By identifying agricurtural activiti-es as the means

by which social- change courd be achieved, Nyerere's rationale
for combining mental and manual- ]abor is exptained. Marx

(1939:2o), for example, stated that "the separation of manual

and mental l-abor in the development of civilization permitted
the separation of consciousness from life activity." rn
Nyerere's words, the separation of manuat and mental labor was

created by elitist ideas in the colonial system of education.
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consequently, his ESR, was directed both at the expansion of
self-reliant attitudes which emphasized both mental and manual

activities and at the ejection of the false consciousness

created by the colonial educational system. rn creating ESR,

Nyerere's desi-re was to help Tanzanian people to see that
part of their misery and ignorance was their own acceptance
of "success" as it had been defined for them by the colonial_
past in relation to white colar jobs and formal education
(Nyerere , \962:11). rl-lich (1972:9) , addressing this ques-
tion, stressed the idea that "accumulation of knowledge for
high personal consumption must be chalrenged. . . .,, Further-
more, without the ejection of interlectual arrogance, which
leads to the negligence of manuar work and agriculturar àc-
tivities in favor of the white collar jobs, social change in
Tanzania would mean only that one oppressive faction would
take the place of another.

rn the liberationist perspective, the third major
goal of the new educational system is the strengthening of the
cul-tural identity. rn other words, the rj_berationist writers
meant that effective education should be based upon tradition
as expressed in the system of social, political and economic

organi-zation of every society. Among the means of strengthen-
ing the cultural identity, rocal or national ranguage, as a
source of self-understanding, is one of the most important
tools advocated. By looking at ESR, one finds a comprehen-

sive network of policy tools reflecting every aspect of
Tanzanj-an cul-tural identity. The changes used to implement
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ESR and to strengthen Tanzanian cultural identity incl-uded

in addition to the three principles of TJjamaa, a re-evalua_

tion of the school curricula and a more intensive use of Kis-
uahili.

Tying the local language and learning to the life pro-
cesses was meant to overcome what the liberationist writers
called the separation of thought and action. This meant that
the dialogue based on equality, co-operative sharing and un-
ity of every day life between the educator and the educatee,
the l-eader and the mass was to grow into a greater conscious-
ness of the surrounding social reality. That theory and ac_

tivity were to be brought together in social_ action. This
theory would be a product of the refl-ection and action of every-
one. This praxis wourd end the separation of thought and àc_

tion that liberationist writers, such as Freire (Lgzo:L\g*Zr),
had argued was contributing to human inequalities and al_iena_

tion.

rn this section, the author has tried to show that
theoreti-cally Nyerere's views of man and education and the
liberationist perspective on man and education are similar
rather than dissimilar. rn the next section Nyerere's imple-
mentation of ESR to the rurar development is examined to see

how successful this impJ-ementation has been carried out
according to the liberatlonist perspective.
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Research Question III #z

RELATIONSHIP BETIVEEN THE LIBERATIONIST PERSPECTIVE AND

ESR III{PLEI{ENTATION TO THB RURAL DEVELOPÀ{ENT.

rn the chapters rrr and v, the writer observed that
Tanzan1a is perhaps one of the few developing countries which
has successfully been abre to spell out its societar ideology,
educationar goals and national objectives for sociaL change.

These goals and objectives focus also on rural transformati-on.
Nyerere (as the leader) has also reorganized the pattern of
living in the rural areas and this process will_ continue for
some time. Arthough, the creation of ujamaa viJ_lages has

succeeded, however, what was important was not the movement

of the peasants to the new vilrages, but also the peasantsr

understanding and commi-tment to the ujamaa and sel_f-reliant
ideology. This commitment became an important and a liber-
tarian determinant of social, cultural, economic and politica1
activities in searching for social change in the countryside
where over 90% of the population l_ive.

The successes of ESR in the rural development were

observed in several areas (see chapter v). rn ujamaa schooÌs,

emphasis are put on:

-more work on agri-curture (se1f-reliant activities)

-change in school curriculum, school_ terms, school
entry àgo, school timetables,

-the use of suahili as the primary language of instruc-tion.
with respeet to the adurt education, emphasis is put on the
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broadly-based, labor-intensive development of agricultural
sector through communal work. An attempt on leadership was

al-so developing through use of committees, the cerr- system
and on-the-job training in the politico-administrative organ_
ízation of the ujamaa virlages. rn the chapter v, the author
reported some successes of ESR implementation with respect to
the clean tap water, shops, schools, and dispensaries in the
Ujamaa vÍ1lages.

rn contrast to some successes of the BSR implementa_
tion to the rural development, it's faiture as mentioned in
chapter v suggested that the successful implementation of
EsR in the light of the liberationist perspective wil_l depend
to a considerable degree on the successful reorientation of
the adul-ts (ujamaa regional and district readers andfor gov-
ernment officials as well as teachers) in Tanzanj.a.

Banda (7gzB:l7T) has pointed out that the mechanical
transfer of knowledge or information under the ,cover, of
rural transformation was apparently known to be one of the
major obstacles in the imprementation of the ESR to rural_ dev_

elopment in Tanzania. The underlying assumption in the mech-

anical transfer of technical knowledge such as health educa_

tion or agricultural techniques to the villagers and self-
reliant activities in the school-s is that, in simple terms,
a peasant or a student is ignorant, ready to be filled with
knowledge about his environment. philosophically, the above
practice refers to what the tiberationist perspective cal_led
(in Freire's terms) the bankÍng methods of education.

svendsen and reisen (1969 rg2) revealed that trainees
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are trained how to deliver setf-reliant skills and knowledge

to the peasants or the school chil-dren in a mechanical process
in which the l-atter are expected to passivery accept what is
given, a situation which prevents them from becoming 'subjects'
of their own transformation. Contrary to this, the Iiberation-
ist perspective advocated a "dialogical approach" from which
both the educator and the educatee, and the leader or the ex-
perts and the villagers are invol-ved in a" "problem-posing" or
"decisi.on-making" type of educati-on . Freire (rgro:452-TS)
wrote, "l\{en begin thinking and acting according to the pre-
scriptions they receive daily from the commun ications media

rather than in response to their dialectical_ relationships
with the worrd. . . . They do not have to think about even the
small-est things; there is always some manual_ which says what

to do in situation 'à'or'b'. ,..people are dehumanized

because of the lack of i-nterrelationship between conscious-
ness and practice."

similar cases are found in the implementation of ESR

in Tanzanj-a. Nyerere (tgrL:6) himself recognized that
. . . despite our official policies and despite ourdemocratic institutions, some leaders still_ do notlisten to the people. They find it much easier toteIl people what to do. Meetings are too often
monologues without much, if any; time being devotedto discussion; even then the speech is u"uátty anexhortation to work hard rathei than an explanationof how to do things better.

The above observation shows that the concept of participatory
democracy, which is an important aspect in ESR and in the
liberationist perspective is not folrowed. Rather this con-
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cept if applied should give the opportunity for the masses

to determine their own affairs. The decision-making process

carried out at the government centre, and implemented by the
periphery is a coloniaf or a banking approach. This approach

is incompatible with the socialist and liberationist democra-

tic approach which provided the masses with poJ_itical_ power

to control- their own development.

Equally important in the Liberationist perspective is
man's consciousness of his environment which the implementers
of the ESR should recognize. The peasant and/or the learner
lives with real1ty, he interacts with his physical_ and social
environment. He acquires knowledge about things around him in
real terms. This illustrates that the implementers of ESR

cannot treat the peasants or the pupils as objects, subjects
to be persuaded to the decisions from the top leadership.
Therefore, ESR implementers must adopt a different method of
working with the wajamaa*.1 They must establish a new type of
communication; a reciprocal dialogue with the wajamaà. rn this
kind of communication mediated by knowledge about the environ-
ment, both the educator and the educatee or the leader and

the villager will learn together.

Added to the above observati_ons is the faet that the
education system of ranzania is stirl elitist in its philos-
ophy (okoko , 7g7B:7or).Ð several findings have been reviewed

in this study to prove the existence of the old attitudes
rrrhiâf. r'^h^e^+^l ^^^^t---i -wlrr-uu veflef'atreo acactemlc education as a symboJ_ of weal_th and

*1-.-
llaJàma-a are the inhibitants of tJjamaa villages.

*2 See Chapter V for further information.
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status. Nyerere's own observation is
.,.I am becoming increasingly
Tanzania either have not yet
tional policy or have not yet
ing it. . . or some combination
(Nyerere , I9T4).

important to this point

convinced that we in
found the right educa-
succeeded in implement-

of these two alternatives

consequently, the author of the present study argued that as

long as these kinds of attitudes continue to persist in Tanzania,
it will be difficult to interpret the value of educati_on in
a l-iberationist perspective as carred for in ESR

Additionally, the ESR's policies that support competi-
tion, such as serectivity, strict control of higher educa-

tion entrees and courses, and insufficient opportunity for
secondary education, mitigate against Nyerere's goal of build_
ing attitudes of equaJ.ity which is also emphasized in the
liberationist perspective. speaking on the attitudes of equal-
ity, Kurtz (1972) observed that in general ESR's policies
regarding economic efficiency have emphasized self-sufficiency
for leadership and highly skitled manpower, pursuing one of
Nyerere's aims for economic efficiency, but they faired to
do much for the middle-revel categories, for the education
of the rural adurt population and for primary schoor children
in preparation for raising the standard of living. Even in
this process of selection methods, peopre in privileged posi-
tlons have always been favored. As such, school (mostly

secondary and post-secondary education) in Tanzania is still
a privilege of the minority erite rather than a right to
everyone as it is proposed in ESR policy. Given this obser-
vation, the present author sees a danger of a strong class
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formatj-on in the future of tlne Tanzanian society. The reason
is that, no one in the privileged position will ever accept
his children to stop studying after the primary school and go

to ujamaa village for agricultural activities. This means

that the rural children and the urban children of the lower
class parents will always remain at the bottom of social
structures of ranzania for mâny generations while the privit_
eged parents wilr always attempt to perpetuate their privil-
eges through their children.

Nyerere's theory of education in relation to social
equarity, thus, suffers from a measure of inconslstency in
the face of àn educational system which is designed, tro mat-
ter how unintentionally, to keep a large number of rural- Tan_

zanians occupied with increasingly less rewarding patterns of
life. rn spite of his good intentions, Nyerere's ESR from
the operational points of vi-ew, ffiâv inevitabry remain eritist
for many more years to come.

CHAPTER SUilfMARY:

Answer to Major Research euestion.

The major research question of this study is:
How does Nyerere's ESR conform to the LiberationistPerspective on views of man and education boththeoretically and operationally.

Therefore, in this chapter the author has provi.ded the answer
to this question by first dealing with the research sub-ques-
tions #7 and 2 of sub-set rrr. while anaryzed. and described
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independently of each other before the present chapter, the

text of this chapter revealed that in theory the liberation-
ist perspective and Nyerere's ESR were markedly similar.
The similarities are found both in their views of man and

educationar goars. contrary, in comparing the implementation

of ESR to rural development in Tanzania, however, the imple-

menters of ESR almost failed to fulfil- the aims of ESR rvhich

link it to the Iiberationist perspective. Consequently, the

rel-evance of ESRis ai.ms for social change in Tanzania wil_l

be mostly significant with respect to the liberationist per-
spective in terms of its operati-onal results rather than in
terms of its phi-losophical policy.
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Comparison of the liberatÍonist and Nyerere's Views of Man and Education

RERE'S ESR

RATIONIST PERSPECTIVE Theoret i ca1

A. MAN
( Observed
assumpt ions
about man)

B. EDUCA_
TION

(Observed
ed. goals)

3.

1. Conscious, Unfinished
Ani.mal :

ConscioFõThis histor-
ical roots and aware of
the possibilities open
to him.

2. Conscious and ChangerInteracts with the
world--apprehends and
transforms it through
an inteLlectual effort
and praxis.

A Free Being: He is a
"Subject" rather than
an 'object'--attains a
real awareness of his
own being and existence.

A Cultural Being:
Capable to refuse to
adapt to a dehuman-
ized world and able
to change it in o¡der
to suit it to his
nature.

A Developer and a Purpose
of Development;
-He is aware of bis man-
hood and has a power to
use circumstances
through the process of
thinking, deciding and
act ing.

-He is a hard worker and
a self-reliant for his
well-being.

A Free and Social Being
ffi
ability and coDtributes
to human equality, unity
and co-operative sharing.

A Cultural Being: He is
a self-determined person
with his .own traditions.

cation is an instr
or the

Its goals:

-Mass education will help
Tanzanians to be self-
reliant people.

Education must stress the
rural development where
the majority of the people
live and emphasis must be
placed on agriculture.
Educatlon Eust stress the
Ujamaa principles: equal-ity, unity and co-opera-
tive sharings.

I'ihile the leaders/
teachers see them-
selves as the devel-
opers and the purpose
of deveì.opment , the
peasants are consid-
ered as objects for
development.

-Although people five
together in Ujamaa
villages, but the
principles of Ujamaa-
ism and ESR are hand-
icapped by the Ujanaa
and ESR implementers.

-Emphasls is
being put on
Ujamaa (family-
hood) principles
through Ujamaa
villages.

-IYhiIe primary school
is un j.versal , the
secondary and higher
education is for the
minority.

-Wbile there is
emphasis on fu¡c-
tional education,
for the najority,
the hÍgher educa-
tion is sti1l rela-
ted to prestige and
status.

-lfhile the school
curriculum is linked
to Ujamaa villages,
the seLf-reliant
activitÍes are belng
taken mechanically.

-While all the peasants
live Ín Ujamaa vill-
ages the Leaders and
high educated have
more prestige tban
the masses.

4.

b)

2.

A helpful instrument
to raise man's con-
@eoats1. Maãl eã[õãEã- versus
el-itist education:

a) ffiõlaTìã'to
interpret wbat social
changes inply
to increase people's
responsibility and
participation.
I.iqking educatlon to
Iif e ; to provi.de a
permanent learning
environment related
to everyday problerns
of the learner,
The strensthenine of
Cultural identitv:
through the process of
the cultural synthesis.

o



CHAPTER VII

SUMT,IARY, CONCLUSION AND IT{PLICATIONS

In the present chapter, the author presents (1) a

summary of the study , (2) conclusion based on the findings,
(3) implications for practice and (4) suggestions for further
research.

SUMMARY

Purpose. The primary purpose of this study was, first
to examine some major aspects of Nyerere's ESR--theoretically,
its views of man and education and operationally, its imple-
mentation to rural development; then, to compare the above

aspects with the liberationist perspective on views of man

and education.

Focus of the study. The focus of this study was based

on the importance of planning education for social change.

The line of reasoning that red to both the formulation of
this study and the development of a research framework was

based upon the consideration of the tiberationist perspective
on vi-ews of man and education for social change. The tiber-
ationist perspective which was based upon third wortd con-
sciousness and praxis provided a research framework for the
study of Nyerere's EsR. From this research framework, the
fol-lowing rvere identified as the major research variables
for the purposes of this study.

Purpose, Foqus and problem Statements.

414
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Vi-ew of man: The liberationist writers (Freire , 7g7o:

47,22o ) advocated that "every educational practice implies
a concept of man and the world... E "auçE the obvious is not
clearly understood...what the colonial system of education
l-acked was this comprehension view of man (Busia, 1969:g6).

Therefore, the l-iberationist writers offer an alternative
view of man, not created by the interests of tire industrial
world, but emerging rather from the research in physical,
curtural and philosophicar anthropology during the last
decades (Deblois, 79z6:52). For the purposes of this study,
the author attempted to discover the liberationist and Nyerere's
arternative views of man with regards to its reration to ed-
ucation for sociar change by looking at the similarities and

dissimilarities between the two perspectives.

view of education: Tire examination of the vÍews of
education in this study was investigated according to the
liberationist goals for social change--raising man's conscious-
ness and controf over his environment in order to overcome

poverty, ignorance, exploitation and dehumanization. Accord-
ingly, three major educational goars were defined: (1) the
transition from eliti-st education to mass education, (z) the
linking of the school with life and (3) the strengthening of
cuLtural- identity. These were the major changes which were

to take place in the new educational system designed to
bring about social change. rn both the liberationist and

Nyerere's views of education, the educational goals for social
change were examined under the above proposed major educational-
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goals or aims.

Rurar development: Rural development in this study

was defined as a matter of developing new attitudes and ap-

titudes indispensable for improving the quality of life of
rural- populations. Education was seen as the key instru-
ment for developing these new attitudes and aptitudes.
rn the study of ESR's implementation to rural_ development,

the emphasis was put on: a vehicl-e employed by Nyerere to
implement ESR in order to reach arr the ruraL masses, b) on

ESR's service to both the ilriterate and 1j_terate, the child-
ren and the adurts in ujamaa villages, c) the invol_vement of
the ujamaa masses in the development of their eommunity and

d) the integration of the school curricula with rJjamaa life.
comparison: The comparison in this study consisted

of the collection, anarysis, description and comparison of
the similarities and dissimilarities between the liberation-
ist and Nyerere's views of man and education for social change,

both theoretically and operationally.

The problem. The main research problem for this study

was stated in question form as follows:
How does Nyerere's ESR conform to a. l-iberationistperspective on views of man and education?

In order to answer the main research question, the
following sub-sets of research questions were posed:

Sub-Set I.
1. What is the view of man in the liberationist per-

spective?
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2

ng

What is education

to the fiberationist

r77

and its goals for social_ change

perspective?

Sub-Set II.
1. What is Nyerere's view of man?

2. what is the meaning of educaiton and its goals for
social change in Nyerere's ESR?

3. rn relation to his views of man and education, to
what extent has Nyerere applied his educational_ goals to rural-
development for social change in Tanzania?

Sub-Set III.

1. Theoretically, to
man and education conform to

2, Operationally, to
been implemented according to

what degree Nyerere's views of
the liberationist perspective?

what degree has Nyerere's ESR

the liberationist perspective?

Sources of data

This study has reried heavily on library research.
The written documents of various third worrd wri_ters (Freire,
Alves, Fanon, Memmi, etc) were the most pertinent sources for
the formation of the riberationist perspective (see chapter rI
Nyerere's own writings and speeches helped to provide the
informati-on rerevant to the analysi-s of ESR. Additionally,
several other secondary sources evaluating the successes and

failures of ESR implementation served to study ESR,s imple-
mentation to rural development. However, given this wide
range of sources, the investigation in this study attempted
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to provide a bal-ance between sources primarily theoretical in
their perspective and sources which showed evidence of field-
based or practical orientation.

In general, it was felt
study provided, to some extent,

the validity of the research of

that the sources used in this
suitable information for
thls study.

Summary of Research Findings

with regards to Research euestions

Given the nature of the sub-sets of the
questions, this study suggested four major study

1) The description of the liberationist
on views of man and education for social change

II);

research

tasks:

perspect ive

(see Chapter

to rural

libera-

both

regards

2) The analysis of Nyerere's views of man and educa-

tion (see Chapter IV);

3) The examinati-on of ESR's implementation

development (see Chapter V) and;

4) The comparison of Nyerere's ESR with the
tionist perspective on views of man and education,
theoretically and operationally (see Chapter VI).
The foltowing is a sumnary of the observations with
to each research question.

Resear-ch question I #1. The liberationist l-iterature
reviewed in this study revealed four major assumptions about

man: a) man as a conscious, unfinished animal, b) man as a
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conscious and change agent, c) man as a free being and

d) man as a cultural being. These human chatacteristics
advocated by the liberationist writers emerged from the
contrast between what is a man and what is an animal_. Accord-

ingly, man was recognized to be conscious of his historical
roots. Ivith this consciousness, man is capable of interact-
ing with the world in order to bring about sociar change.

Through this reflective characteristics--conscient ization
and praxis, man becomes a" 'subject' rather than ân 'object'
of his environment. As a free being, he attains a real
awareness of his own being and existence. consequently, he

transforms his environment in order to make it suit his
nature. Here, then, lies man's need for education, for it
helps him to consolidate his self-reflection and critical
thought about his nature and society.

Research question I #2 and 3. The liberationist
view of education indicated that education is a helpfut in-
strument for man to assume an increasingly critical attitude
toward the world and so to transform it. However, the lib-
erationist writers indicated that an educational system to
become a helpful instrument for social change it must fulfill
three major educational goals: a) the transition from eritist
education to mass education, b) the linking of the schoor or

education with life and, c) the strengthening of cultural
identity. Both youth and ad.uIts, men and women were required
to be educated in the new educatj-onal system advocated by
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the liberationist writers. For this reason, both formar and

non-formal education were stressed as means of educating the

masses. only, when education fulfills the above goals that
it becomes a val-id instrument for social change. rt becomes

an instrument of conscientization and praxis.

Research question II #1. Nyerere's view of man was

based on the principles of ujamaa-ism and setf-reliance.
Nyerere viewed man and his hard work (through the process of
thinking, deciding and actÍng) as the chief naturar resources

in social- change or development. rt is the above human re-
flective characteristics which give man a poweï to use cir-
cumstances that help man to bring sociar change. Through

this conscious man's poweï, Nyerere al-so stressed the cultural
social- and freest characteristics of every man. Given that
man is a cu1tura1, social- and free being, Nyerere, then,
attempted to create a new Tanzanian society based on equality,
unity and co-operative sharing.

Research question rr #2. Nyerere viewed education

as the means of giving substance to the political and social
changes envisaged in ujamaa and self-reliant principles. only
after the kind of the new Tanzanian society was defined that
Nyerere designed the new educationar system and its goars

to serve his people. rn order to rearirze the ujama¡- principles,
it was observed that ESR's goals were similar to those stip-
ulated by the liberationist perspective: a) the transition
from an elitist education to mass education, b) the linking
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of the schoor with life and., c) the strengthening of the
cuLtural identity. Nyerere theoreticarly attempted to design
such goals in order to bring, equality, respect of human

dignity, sharing of the produced resources, and work by
everyone and exploitation by none. From such belief, he
call-ed his educational theory: Education for serf_Reriance
(BSR).

. In order to implement BSR

to the rurar areas, Nyerere created ujamaa villages to bring
together segments of a broadry scattered rural popuration,
in order to bring about a more judicious use of educational
and heal-th facilities and resources such as cr_ean water, food,
better home and educational opportunities. Actualfy, about
40 percent of those villages have c.lean tap water, 35 percent
have a dispensary, 74 percent of them have their own shop and
universal primary education exists.

The formal political and sociar organization of the
ujamaa villages aimed to invor-ve the masses in decision_
making in order to facil-itate the execution of the ESR,s goals.
Both formal and non-formal education were in some ways stressed
for both the young and the adurt through agricultural activ_
ities. The schoor was rinked with the rural rife through
the change of the schoor terms and timetabres, and. raÍsing
of the age of the school entry.

However, in discussing the failures of the ESR,s
implementation to the rurar. aïeas most of the findings ïe-
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veal-ed that, in practice Nyerere's theory of ESR with res-
pect to its vi-ews of man and education, suffered from à

measure of inconsistency. First, the tJjamaa villages created
with force still- have extreme difficulty in promoting co-
operation and social- change. secondly, the BSR implementers
sti11 use the banking type of communication with the peasants

and the students. Thirdry, education is still elitist and

bourgeois, technocratic and bureaucratic. Fourthry, there
continues to be inequality in access to secondary and higher
education. Fifthly, there exists parental dissatisfaction
with sel-f-reliant activities at schools.

Researcþ question rrr #1 and 2. rn the chapter vr,
the author attempted to show that in theory, Nyerere's
views of man and education with its goals for social change

and the liberationist perspective on views of man and edu_

cation were similar rather than dissimilar although they
have been treated separately. on the other hand, in compar-
ing the implementation of ESR to rurar deveropment in Tan-
zania, the ESR's implementers failed to à J_arge degree to
fulfill some of the most pertinent aims of Nyerere's educa-
tionar theory which link it to the l_iberationist perspective.

CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions are divided into two sections
(1) general conclusions regarding various aspects of
study and (2) concl-usi-ons with regards to the line of

this

reason-
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ing that resulted in both the formufation of this study and

the development of the research framework of the study.

General Conclusions.

Limitations posed by the data. several limitations
posed by the data seemed to have had an effect upon this
study. First, the study was based on the assumption that
in addition to Nyerere's own writings and speeches, the

secondary sources evaluating ESR's implementation in Tanzania

were available to provide valid information with respect to
the successes and failures of Nyerere's ESR theory. such

information was expected to be herpful in making a valid
comparison between Nyerere's views of man and ed.ucation for
social change and the liberationist perspective on the same

issues. However, this assumption was complicated by the
fact that among the secondary sources used in this study, there
were different views on the successes and failures of ESR's

implementation. Therefore , àfy future replications of this
study should possibly consider a field-study method based

on interviews and systematic observations of the current
implementation of ESR in Tanzania rather than on library
research.

A second limitation was posed by the meager avail-
ability of the sources written by Tanzanians themselves.

A balance between sources written by foreign observers and

Tanzanians themselves could. help the author to interpret
the data rel-ated to ESR's implementation and theory.
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Resê;arch quêÊ:tiôhs. The use of research questions

proved to be a convenient way to explore the similarities
and dissimilarities between Nyerere's theory and its operation
as well as its comparison with the liberationist perspective.
The research questions of a comparative and,/or àn explora-
tory study as this one could prove useful for the purpose of
further investigation.

The line of reasoning that led to the formutation
of this study implied certain expectations with respect to
the relationships ¡mong the researc]n variabtes (see the
research framework chapters r and rIr). First, this line
of reasoning led to the expectation that some similarities
existed between: (1) Nyerere's ESR theory and its implement-

ation to rural development, (2) Nyerere's ESR theory and the
liberationist perspective on views of man and education and,

(3) Nyerere's implementation of ESR theory to the rural
development and the liberationj.st perspective. This expecta-

.tion led to the statement of the purpose of the study: the
examination of some major aspects (views of man and education)
of Nyerere's ESR and its implementation to rural development,

in order to search how ESR conforms to a liberationist per-
spective on views of man and education for social change.

Although, theoretically similarities existed between the
liberationist perspective and ESR policy, the absence of
strong relationships between the liberationist perspective

and the Line of Reasonins.



and ESR's implernentation meant that very little coutd be

concluded in terms of the successes of planning education

for sociar change ín Tanzania. Given such à conclusion,
several implications for practice have to be suggested.

IT{PLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

In this study, the

presented in two sections:

of the observed results of
practical implications for
tance of planning education

general.
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implications for practlce ar.e

(1) the practical implications

the study of BSR and (2) the

the speculations about the impor-

for social change in Africa in

LiberaJ ionist Pelspect ive

The liberationi-st perspective was presented for the
purposes of this study as a conceptual framework from which

the educational systems of the African countries must develop

to bring about social change and national development. The

major observation which 1ed to this argument was that the
needs and the background factors, which gave rise to both

the liberationist views of man and education and the African
needs to plan education were very similar: a concern for
creating the social, political and economic conditions to
give every individual the best chance of developing his/
her talents and personarity to the ful-lest extent possible,
so that he/she may be as good a human being and citj.zen
as possible. rn other words, the liberationist perspective
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and the African Índependent goyernrnents were concerned with
increasing man's autonomy and individual participati-on for
his liberation from those forces that dehumanize him. Given
the above concern, the liberationist perspective and its
need for sociar change and development, required the assump_
tions about man's real nature and an educationar_ system
efficient to meet this nature. This kind of education was

one which could be an instrument of conscien tization and
praxis. Therefore, the liberationist perspective on views
of man and education considered in this study for social
change revealed some further implications for ESR,s practice.

several inferences can be made about Nyerere's ESR

theory and its implementation to rural- development. First,
it is the intention of the author to stress that Nyerere is
one of the few African leaders who has been able to sperl
out his country's politicar and educational ideorogy, goals
and objectives that focus on rural transformation concomitant
to the liberationist perspective. Nyerere has also success_
fu]ly reorganized the pattern of living in Tanzanian rural
areas and the process wilt continue for some time. For this
reason, ESR was based on the needs and aspirations of the new

Tanzanian ideology, goals and organization and., theorized
about the means necessary to achieve these aims.

rn ESR, Nyerere took the position that there shourd be
a decisive rel-ationship between the new socialist society

U_qqtions for the Implementation of ESR.
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and the educational system. white rejecting the col0niar
educational policy which encouraged an attitude of inequality
among men, Nyerere's ESR was designed to:

a) induce the attitude of equality and cooperationwith other men f or their'ãå*o., welfare and thedevelopment of mankind;

b) promote Tanzanian consciousness and strengthen
å;iå"3:"iiiï::, 

"îni1;=ffiil:".ing 
trre 

-¡""r" 
econ_

c) create a new socialist man, who is liberated inmind, who submerges self in service to hls nationand mankind, who is sert-oiscip,-ined ánã *no doesnot regard his education as a tool for the expl0it_ation of others;
d) encourage both intellectual and eeonomic self-reliance.

Given the above aims for social change and considering some
fail-ures of ESR's implementation to rurar development to
achieve some of these aims, it implies that :

1) A theory of state determines the system of education.
Nyerere has chosen a democratic, egalitarian way of life.
Therefore, this choice requires r_ess central control and auto_
cracy. rt requires the motivation and mobirization of the
masses in a manner appropriate versus inappropriate to their
committment.

2) To attempt to extinguish the resistance of elitism,
bureaucracy and technocracy of the ESR,s implementers, ESR
must be viewed as an exchange of ideas among ujamaa masses and
leaders, teachers and students. unress there is a team spirit
developed arnong the uj amaa teachers and students, ujamaa pop_
ulation and leaders, ESB will always appear to be a poor
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instrument for rural_ development.

3) rn order to create the appropriate atmosphere for
participative education (as opposed to indoctrination or
banking) it is first of a1_l- necessary to ïemove institutional
infrexibilities and rigid practices. The way to create and

enrich meaningful school currj-cula in Tanzania can only be

through social practice, involving progressive teachers,
students, peasants and other progressive forces in 1ts eval_
uation and redesign. rn practice, however, it does seem that
Nyerere and his party executives have not onry sought to pro-
vide an established framework of educational val-ues and ideals
but have set definite goars and indicated what ought to be and

what ought not to be in the Tanzanian school curricufum.
4) The ESR's polì-cies that support competition, such

as selectivity, strict contror of higher-education entrees
and courses, and insufficient opportunity for secondary educa_

tion, mitigate against Nyerere's goar of building attitudes of
equality. Given that the people in privileged positions have

always been favored, school in Tanzania (mostly secondary and

higher education) will always remain a privilege of the minor-
ity elite rather than a right to everyone. For this reason,
there is a danger of a strong class formation (simirar to
colonial period) in the future of the Tanzanian society, be-
cause no one in the privileged position will ever accept his
children to go to ujamaa village for agricultural_ activities
after primary school.

5) The universal- primary education as opposed to
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universal secondary education is permissible if transl_ated

into skilled manpower for nation building service.
6) African traditional culture is important, but

needs adaptation to the present milieu. rn other words, it
has to be streaml-ined to a modern mil-ieu versus conservatism.

7) rn the case of ESR's theory, its imprementation to
rural development has been obstructed by the implementers

whose educational background has been found to be unsuitable
for the kinds of objectives expected from the new educational
system. Therefore, it is recommended that pre-service and

in-service training of ujamaa teachers and leaders receive
careful- attention for their rol-e in imprementing ESR.

8) Nyerere and his party executives have a great deal_

to learn from the liberationist perspective on views of man

and education for social change, not only theoreticatty but
to a great extent practically.

conclusion. rt would be a mistake, however, to draw a general
conclusion from data used in this study about the successes

and fail-ures of ESR. rt would seem that the implementation
of ESR, if carried out carefulry, can read to greater suc-
cesses for rural devel0pment. That is, the kind of project
undertaken, the way it is chosen, administered and carried
through are all absolutely vital if the spirit of the policy
is to be fulfilled. Therefore, the revision of ESR (as Ny-

erere himself has required) in terms of its theory and prac-
tice must be made in order to implement the necessary
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changes in Tanzania. The required revisions demand the sanc-

tion of a complete team of educators, economists, soclologists,
poritical scientists, and anthropologists as well as alr the
masses invol_ved.

Final1y, Nyerere's ESR carled for a revo]utÍon in
education that would strongly impact upon Tanzanía and

carried strong implications for a similar effect throughout
the African diaspora. Therefore, the study of Nyerere's ESR

as an African model of planning education for social change

implies some speculations about the importance of pranning
education in Africa in general.

rmplications for the importance of planning education for

The analysis of the relationships which exist between

the liberationist perspective and Nyerere's ESR offered an

opportunity to arrive at some tentative statements concerning
the process of planning education for social change in Africa.

As the writer looks at education as a tool for social
change there seems to be evidence that the liberationist
approach, using education as a major social change agent should
not be overl-ooked. rt appears equally cfear, however, that
the issues identified in the liberationist perspective are

issues which apparently must be addressed when education is
being planned for sociar development in African countries.
Nyerere elther tacitly, intuitively or explicitly recognized
those issues and dealt with them. The liberationist perspective
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therefore, assumes an imperative character: it serves to
provide à framework for critical reflection upon necessary

issues. Some of these issues have been discussed already

in dealing with Nyerere's ESR.

The first observation is that education must be for
al-l. By providing educational opportunity for all the masses,

the state guarantees its own political stability and the or-
derly economic progress of its citizens (Drucker's, 1961).

Adam curre (7963:2) has attributed the retardation of growth

in the underdeveloped countries "to gross inequalities and

social stratifications which bury talent and smother initia-
ti-ve", and has suggested that "education, if spread widely
and without discriminati-on, is the greatest force in the world

making for equality....rn Africa, a school is a"'symbor of hope'

whose effect upon the whole community should never be under-

est imated.

The second observation is that every aspect of educa-

tional system in Africa shoul-d i-nvol-ve a del-iberate and con-

scious programme of making the pupil aware of his environmen-

tal needs. such a consci-ousness will widen the basis of study,

will reveal the practical values of virtues, habits, and idears,
and by stimulating the interests of pupils in real experiences

round them will help consciously dispose them to perceive

their own reaetions to life (Emeruwa, 1973:185). In other

terms, every aspect of the schoor curriculum should be made

to contribute to the pupil's respect and interest in his

environment. His readings shoul-d aim at increasing his
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appreciation of the worth and beauty of his culture; his
arithmetic should emphasize transactions in the l-ocaI economy.

By thus, bringing the actual problems of community life
the farm or business, the market, the home into the class-
room, the curricul-um is made relevant to the pupil and sets
him thinking about his 1ocal problems. By extending the
activities of the school into the community and homes of the
pupils, education is made a real and living instrument for
the transformatÍon of the community.

coombs posed the question basic to this study, of the
role of non-formal education, and espoused rural_ development

goals similar to those advocated by both the liberationist
perspective and Nyerere. Thus, coombs (rgz3:rs-T) suggested

four general areas of educational needs for rural- development:

general or basic education, family improvement education;

community improvement education and occupational education.
As Green (7967:56-7 ) also pointed out, non formal- education
in Africa should promote skil-ls rel-ated to decentral :'zation,
participation and self-rel-iance. For this reason, Green

added that such education could invol-ve a struggle for
liberation, equity, and justice.

Thirdry, education in Africa shourd devetop the pupils
work habits in order to fulfil] its function of restoring
pupils' self-confidence.

Fourth, it is obvious that the mul-tiplicity of the
languages places a burden on educationar development in
Afrlca. The absence of a common national language naturally
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acts as a brake of effective communication with diverse
social groupings. Planners then face the problems of struc-
turing their school-s as an effective medium for the deveì_op_

ment of a conmon national language, a problem compounded by

the fact that there is 1ittle reliabLe research in vital areas
like the limitations in conceptualization and retardation in
academic achievement engendered by education in a second

language.

rn conclusion, it may be said that a carefur and

comprehensive analysis of both the liberationist perspective
and ESR would herp the African educational planners and ad_

ministrators to look considerably to the above observations
andfor speculations about the importance of planning education
for social- change in Africa.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

As a resur-t ot this study, the author suggests that
the following research might be appropriate.

1) A study of the rerationship between ESR's goals
and national development.

2) A study examining the attitudes of Tanzanian citi-
zens towards ESR's implementation.

3) A study of the revel, advantages and disadvantages
of citj-zen participation in the educational pranning process.

4) A study of rural-urban migration and the effect on

ESR's suecesses.

5) A study of how far indoctrination or persuasion
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can þe advanced and stilr accomrnodated and desire critical
thinking.

6) A study of socio-economic backgrounds of the Tan-

zanian university students.

7) A comparative study of the educational- development

in Tanzania and another African country.
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THE HIGH COMM¡SSION OF THE UNITED

8L.232-1500/1509

ABLE: TANZANREP OTTAWA

EF. No. TZO/8.?0/6

REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

50 RANGE ROAD
OTTAWA, ONTARIO. K1 N 8J4

CANADA

May 6th 1e 81

Mr. Kabule ltletu ltleva
University of Manitoba
Dept. of Etl. Administration
Vtlinnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2.

Dear Mr. hlevar

üle acknowledge receipt of your letter dated. April
1ll, 1981r r€gard-ing President Nyerere's writings.

Unfortunately for us at our Mission, there is very
littl-e we can offer ty way of material relevant to the kind
of theme you have for-your researeh. Beeause of the distance
between hére and Tanzani-ar and, the exístence of wtreliable
means of transportation, it is diffieult for us to obtain all
the books and panphlets that we would like to have here in
our snall library from Tanza¡ria.

Howeverr goq will find herewith attached. a photostat
copy of President- Nyerere's speeeh which he made on 20th Mayu
L97ll'¡ ofi the theme Educatign Must Liberate Man.

We hope it is relevant to your research.

Yours faithft¡Llyo

for the High Comroissioner

,Þ_,,w*
ei \vi. Hokororo

Encl.



TAi.IZANIA

50 Range

OtÈawa,
Canada

HIGH COM}fSSION

Road

Ontarlo
KlN 8J4

Winnpeg , April I4, 19Bt

remalrr

Dear Sir,
The Presldenc Nyerere has guided rhe desriny of Africa.

Teacher, phllosopher, statest¡an, President Nyerere has become one
of the ¡nost respected and inflqenriaì- figures in borh rhe Third
I.lorld and Africa for his moderetion, moral sranding and the
creatlvfÈy of his work. His need for a nev¡ approach to education
and development in Africa has attracted the atEention of. rnany

educatlonal planners of the developing countries.

Given this imporÈance, I am conducting a sysEemaÈic study
of Educatlon for SeIf-Rellance employed by Ëhe Tanzanian GovernruenE
under the falthful work and leadership of the Presldent Nyerere in
ParÈfa1 fulflllnent of the requlremenEs of a Degree of MasÈer of
EducaÈlon from the University of Manitoba. In order Ëo gaEher the
requfred fnformaÈions, I have been trying t.o collecÈ and analyze
all the recent and personal speeches, writÍngs or governEent
documents, etc., of the President Nyerere, as relaced to h1s
phfrosophy and/or teaching of Educarion for serf-Reriance. should
you have these informations, please feel free to send them Èo me.

I appreclate the tlme factor lnvolved ln gaÈ.hering these
lnforroaÈions, buË without your help in this respect, I would be

unable Èo complece rhe study successfulì,y.

Thanking you fn antlcfpaclon,
yours sfncerely,

The
Dept

Kabule WeÈu
Universf ty of
. of Educ. A

Weva

I.Jlnn{peg,

Hanfroba

\


